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going
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOLUME KUMBEB POETT-EIQHT

NUMBER THIRTY-SEVEN

THURSDAY, September 11 1919

ORCHARDS AND
STATE FRUIT
STAR GARAGE
MELON PATCHES
IS SOLD TO
INSPECTOR HITS
BEING RAIDED
WEDNESDAY
FORD DEALERS
GRAND HAVEN

HOLLAND CITY
STATE BANK MOVES

WILL HAVE TO STAY IN VAN*

15

BUSHELS OF APPLES TAKEN

FROM ONE ORCHARD

DER VEEN BUILDING UNTIL
NEXT SPRING

Boyt Coon
New Vault and
Alarm U

Patented Burglar

Melons
Farmer*

from

WHOLE SHIPMENT OF APPLES HOLLEMAN-DE WEERD AUTO

OUR BANK

in

IF YOU KEEP MONEY IN THE HOUSE, BURGLARS
MAY STEAL IT, FIRE MAY BURN IT, OR YOU MAY LOSE IT

YOU KEEP IT IN YOUR POCKET, YOU WILL SPEND
FOR THINGS YOU DON’T REALLY NEED.
IF

IT

KNOW IT IS
SAFE AND THAT YOU CAN ALWAYS GET IT WHEN YOU
WHEN YOU PUT

WANT

OUR BANK YOU

IT IN

IT.

YOU WILL RECEIVE 1 PER CENT INTEREST.

ACQUIRES SEVENTH ST.

GARAGE

WEIGHT

Local

by That
Firm; Alto Garage* In Byron
Center end Zeeland

I* Orte of String Operated

Package Fruit Not Up to the State
Regulation*and Are

Installed

With the automobile has come also the orchard raiders, and the melCondemned
The Holland City State Bank will
on cooners. The state papers are
move from under the tower clock
filled with events relating to orNo grapes which are not ripe or
where it haa been doin* buiineL
chards that have been stripped at which are the fruit of unhealthyvinsince 1892 to temporary quartersjn
night by fruit bandits who ruthes, or are for any reason unhealthy
the Vander Veen buildinj? in the
lessly go into orchards and fill the
or in a state of decay, shall be packstore formerly occupiedby the Bogcars with fruit, rudely pulled from ed for shipment by any grower,
ton restaurant.
the trees.
packer or shipper in any package or
Carpenters and decorators have
In Fennville and Saugatuck, many
gasket of less than sixteen pounds
been busy for the past two weeks
of these cases are reported and in
capacity.
placing this building in fit condition
many instances.' the machine is driv-

SAFE

CO.

FOUND TO BE UNDER

A big business deal was finally
closed last evening after having
been pending for some time whereby a new firm takes over the Star
Auto Company, changing the name
and management of that concern.
The Star Company was purchaaed
by the Holleman and I)e Weerd Interests

and

will

from now

on

be

for banking purposes.
That is one of the Michigan fruit known ns the "Holleman-DeWeerd
in under a tree and the thieves
A strong temporary vault con- en
thus pick the fruit, back out of the laws which must be strictlyfollow- Auto Co., Successor* to the Star
structed of concrete and railroad
ed by growers and shippers, if they Auto Co."
•orchard going to parts unknown.
iron will hold the burglar proof safes
wish to avoid difficultieswith the
There are five members in the
A
few
nights ago the VanAlsburg
of the bank.
orchard across the bay was robbed state food and drug department. new firm, and that concern now runi
As an extra precautionthe very
That the state is on the lookout for three garages,one in Byron Center,
of 15 bushels of apples.
lateat thing in the way of burglar
Thievea also entered the Bohl or- violators of the fruit regulations, is one in Zeeland and one in Holland.
protection has been installed.
chard and attempted to take some very evident from the fact that Rob- The members of the firm are Albert
The new device is placed .inside
of Mr. Bohl’s beauties, but Father ert F. Brown, state food inspector De Weerd, R. O. De Weerd, H. De
of the vault, around the safes and
Bohl was right on the job and is in Grand Haven at the present Weerd, John Holleman and Peter
is in the form of a cabinet completetime. Saturday night he visited the Holleman. The local garage will ba
shooed” them away.
ly coveringthe strong boxes.
shipping points at Grand Haven and
Several young boys it is also re- Spring Lake, and as a result ,of hia managed by the youngeat member of
It is so arranged that an alarm
the firm, Albert De Weerd, 24 yatn
will be sounded first if the thieves ported have been stealing watermel- inspection, a number of growers
old. who has already moved his famenter the building; second, if they ons. A score of them were taken hauled their fruit back home, with a
ily to thia city and will live abox
before
Justice
Robinson
the
other
try to tamper with wires; third
warning that it was to be packed and the garage.
should they step on the floor any- day on the charge that they had shipped according to regulations or
The Holleman-DeWeerd Auto
where near the vault; fourth, should taken five melons from the patch the state would begin prosecution.
Company
began buiineie in 191S,
they attempt to drill into the door of Albert Stegenga of Olive Center.
Mr. Brown stated Uiat it was not when they eatabliahed a garage at
of the vault; fifth, should they en- He had been troubled considerable the intention of hia department to
Byron Center. In 1917 they eitabter the vault; sixth should they afep with melon thieves, and decided to carry on a program of prosecuting.
lished a garage in Zeeland,and laat
on any part of floor near the cabinet lay in wait for the trespassers.In- Rather is the desire to help grower,
night they added another garage to
in the vault, which goes to show that dian file the young fellows entered the buyer and public reach a comtheir string by acquiringthe Star.
a burglar stands little chance to get the patch one dark night, and Steg- mon eneftt. The campaign is one
The firm pridea itself on the fact
enga
with
the
assistance
of
several
anything out of a burglar proof
of education rather than prosecu- that it it exclusively a Ford Garaga.
safe, surrounded by these precau- farm hands cornered the cooners, tion, but prosecutions will surely
All three of their garagea are for
tionary safeguards. It is said that and in court the boys paid the far- follow repeated violations of the
Ford cars, and they handle a comthe beat experts in the country have mer $5 a melon.
regulations which the state has laid
Some price even at this stage of down for the sale and shipment of plete line of genuine Ford part*. By
been unable to beat the alarm.
reason of the fact that they have
Besides a night watchman will the H. C. L.
fruit. The primary object is of
We withold the names of the course the protection of the public three garagea they can purchaaa
constantly be on hand while the
their aupplies in large quantitiea and
bank occupies these temporary lads, well, just because.
against unripe fruit, underweight hence they claim their prices art
quarters.
Another lot of boys entered the packages an undesirableproduce.
.
Some $60,*J00 will be spent in re- patch of another farmer living east
Every gower is given a copy of
The
garage
in
Byron
Center
it
modeling the present bank which is of the erty but when he tried the law and urged to become familgoing to be the last word in bank- to enter complaint the county offi- iar with the provisions.If he per- conducted by R. O. De Weerd, one
ing archeticture.
cers would not serve the warrant sists in violating the law, he will be in Zeeland by John Holleman. AnCashier Otto Kramer says he hop- for the reason that last year this arrested for his peraonal greed and other member of the firm, Peter Hoileman, la a banker in Byron Centar,
es to be in the remodeled building by same man was cleaned out of melhia desire to slip dishonestpackag- and still another, H. De Weerd mannext spring, but for the nex* six ons. The officers were asked to run es upon the public. The >tate will be
months patrons of the bank will down the guilty parties which they compelled to take action against ages a 100 acre farm.
One of the buaineaa policies of
have to go to the Vander Veen succeeded in doing, after working these violators.
the new firm ia that they never have
building on the corner of River ave- several days on the case. The melSaturday Inspector Brown con- any of their garagea open on Sunnue and 8th street.
on farmer found out that the boys
demned
two loads of grape* which day.
were neighborsand refused to back
were waiting shipment. Upon openThe firm haa been very suoceaaful
up the officers after he had become
ing packages he found the fruit to since it began buaineaain 1913 and
aware of who the guilty parties
be unripe, and the whole consign- they see a good fleld for buaineii
CITY really were.
ment was sent back home. The fruit success in Holland as well as in the
This year he comes in again with
was packed in small packages con- other two places.
THREE CHILDREN STUDYING the same complaint and the officers trary to the provisions and could not
are
reluctant,
fearing
that
an
inAT ANN ARBOR
have gone to the market. Small
vestigation will again turn out to be
packages are sold directly to the
a
fizzle.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hunt, 90 E.
consumer* to be used immediately
$2000
All the same, fruit stealing by au14th street have left Holland with
for table use, as a rule, and unripe
ON
FAIR
tomobile
in
large
and
small
quantitheir family which is much regretted
grapes are unfit for this use.
ties is beginningto be a regular epiby their host of friends.
There are also violations of the
HOLLAND GET BUSY AND SEE
They were very re'uctant about demic in Michigan.
short weight law evident here also.
Many
enter
orchards
for
an
apple
WHAT YOU CAN MAKE
leaving the city, but the fact that
Saturday Mr. Brown tested out fully
OUR SHOWING
their thvte children are now study- or two which in itself is of minor im- ,300 bushels of apples awaiting shiping at Ann Arbor and Mr. Hunt, portance. It is the damage done in ment from Grand Haven and many
The total receipts of the Allegan
trafficmanager for the Pere Mar- breaking branches of trees that does of the packages were found only
qeutte having transferrelhis olfices the most hurt. There is a strict one quarter full. With a few excep- fair approximated $9,066.20 of
from Grand Rapids to Detroit, made law against fruit raiding in or- tions the whole shipment was turned which $6,429.10 were gate receipt*,
chards and somebody is going to get
$647.10 were for admissions to the
this move imperative..
back for repacking.
grandstand, $900 from concessions,
The Misses Dorothy and Mary his fingers burned before long.
The law expressly provides for $160 for entry fee* and memberHunt and son Harold Hunt
the plain marking of all packages ship* and $930 rental* for booth* in
are all taking courses at the
by the shipper, with the weight and the new industrial building. Thia
State University, nnd Mr. Hunt beHITS
name, in order that the shipments money received for booth rental* in
located in Detroit is enabled to go
be readily identified, Those the industrial building ia to be used
home every day, while formerly Zeeland merchants were not a lit- may
who fail to follow these instructions exclusively for liquidatingthe inweek-end trips were only possible.
tle surprised to see strangerscome are likely to find their fruit confis- debtedneeson the same. The AlleFor that reason as a matter of conto their stores for sugar purchases.
cated,.
gan fair officials state that the aurvenience the Hunt family deerded to
Some only bought sugar, others
Mr,. Brown's stay In the vicinity plus will be well over $2,000 this
locate temporarily at Ann Arbor.
didn’t have the nerve to ask for sug- of Grand Haven will be indefinite year. They feel that the response
Mr. Hunt has been identifiedwith ar alone and bought a bill of grocerand the fruit shipperswill be safe of the people this year warants the
the old C. and W. M. and later the ies besides.
only when they remain in strict line building of a new grandstand next
Pere Marquette for the past 35 years
. All day Saturday drivers of Hol- with the regulations,.
year. The present structure is altoAs a boy he entered the passenger land automobiles might
seen
To show that the way of the trans- gether too small to accommodate th*
ticket office at the Holland station
sneaking off to Zeeland and invariaand has been connectedwith the road bly coming back with a few grocer- greaser is indeed hard especially the people and besides it is too old and
Michigan fruit laws, and especially badly out of repair to think of rein one capacity or another ever
ies in the rear seats among which when Inspector Brown is around building it.
since.
were a few larger bags containing was shown Saturday morning when
Come on Holland, get behind
sugar.
he was in Spring Lake and there our fair and see what our showing is
Peter Lievense left for Laming
It was not until late in the evenWednesday morning to drive thru ing that the merchants got wise, but caught a farmer peddling green going to be.
grapes in four quart baskets con—
:o;
i
another Reo automobile.
at that time they had been practic- trary to the law,. The farmer had
OFFICER
THOUGHT
HE
Holland Fair Wadnatday, Thurs- ally cleaned out of both the white
his grapes sent back home, The inday and Friday of this week.
WAS KID, BUT BOY WAS
and the brown variety.
spector then went to the interurban
One Holland man got hold of 20 station where he found a shipment
VET AND NOW HE’S "IN”
pounds, but that was late in the of 75 baskets of green grapes,.The
evening, and shortly after that the man who had left them there for
Muskegon, Sept. 8 — Charles OlZeelanders put the lid on the su- shipment lived more than two miles
gar barrel and what was remaining in the country but the inspector son of this city walked into the local
was kept for home consumption.
sent for him and ordered him ta recruiting station and declaredthat
Holland is up against it for sugar take the grapes home or come to
as will be seen in an article on page the court house in Grand Haven. he wanted to enlist for overseas sersix ol this issue.
The grapes went back to the farm. vice. The recruiting officer looked
At the steamer wharf in Grand him over and, noting his size, ap/tank Stevens while driving home Haven Saturday afternoon the in- peared doutful. "You had better
rrom Holland to New Richmond with spector looked over several packaga passenger from Detroit met with es of fruit which did not pass mus- get an affidavit that says you are
a serious accident. Something be- ter, One farmer was sent home with old enough,” sa:d the officer.
came wrong with the stearing gear, a shipment of very poor, windfall
“Will my discharge papers do?”
and the car failed to turn at a bend crabapple*, after being given a se- asked Olsen, and the officer lenrnccs
in the road and went straight ahead vere reprimand by the inspector.
an interestinT tale of the war.
over an embankment, turning turtle.
There were several shipments of
The Muskegon boy is 19 years
The three passengers were pinned in apples unmarked and several with
under the the car for one half hour, baskets not full. Some of these old, but he appears but 16, and he
when their cries for help were an- shippers the inspector was unable to has served two enlistmentsin the
swered. The arm of Stevens was see personally, but he has written
pinned in under the car, and while them letter* of warning of the fruit army, and has taken part Alsac,
Chateau Thiery and Argcnne, and
not broken was badly bruised. Acid law.
from t'ne storage battery burned Mr.
No doubt Holland and vicinity be- has served in the copper country tnd
Stevens about the face. Mr. Burger ing right in the heart of the fruit on the Mexican border. Olsen was
of Detroit escaped with one broken belt wiU receiye the attention of the
formerly a mascot of Co. G and an
rib. The car was not badly damaged. ; Inspector Brown shortly, but then
orderly to
M. Field, but he
| Holland fruit farmer* are all honest

riRht.

AChoice

of

lot

Low-Priced

ALLEGAN MAKES
BETTER THAN
THE

Items
You Save Money on These
Ladies hairnets (cap

Q
hats

shape)

Heavy Gross Grain ribbon

5 and 10c

Ladies ribbed top hose per

pair
pair

15 and 25c

20c

Ladies hose extra fine qnaLty per

25c

Ladies hosetordovan shade per

25c

Baby

shoos, well

made and

pair

finished, per

pair

be

25c

“Smiles” a pop-corn*confection,with a

Busy Bee laundry soap per

package

cake
cake

prize in each

5c
5c

soap
pkg

Crystal White laundry soap per

6Jc

“Rit” dye

10c

“Rit” flaked dye soap per

T
The

eargest and best ink writing tablet in
largest

and best pencil

tablet in

10c

town

town

5c
5c

Pencil boxes, lunch boxes and lunch pails
for the

A.

PETERS

children

Store

SUGAR FAMINE ALSO

ZEELAND

in all shades for

»

HUNTS HAVE LEFT
THE

10, 15 and 25c

& Bazaar

-

C

East 8th, corner Central ave.

AT THE FAIR

F

or

Sale

•

“*

Many relatives spent Sunday at
the home of Mr. and Mre. Martin

j

Cipt

and this Warning will not be neces- was but 15 years old when he enlist, gary, maybe.
ed. That was in 1915, and when the

Japinga in honor of the latter’s78th
birthday. A very enjoydble time Nearly 200 ex-service men were
was spent. Those from out of town given Victory button* at the Allegan
were Mr. and Mrs. Abe Japinga of fair two weeks ago. Government
Grand Rapids and Mr. and Mrs. P. officerswill also be at Holland on
Jppinga of Jenison. Mr. and Mrs. Thursay in the Art hall. Soldiers
Japinga arrived in this city in the should get the necessaryblanks from
year 1873 and have made Holland Secretary Arendshort and also take
their home ever since.
with them their discharge papers.
|

One 5-ton Wagon Scale
One good Draft Horse
Enquire of

SUPERIOR IOE COMPANY
Cor. 9th St. and

Van

Raalte, Holland, Mich.

1

—

world war came Olsen sailed with
the 32nd, Altho his discharge piper says he is 23 years old, the recruiting officer scy he will have
these corrected, ir.d Olsen is signed

up for overseas Sirvica.

o

Holland Fair Wadnasday,ThursHolland Fair Wodnasday,ThursHolland Fair Wadnatday, Thursday and Friday of this wook.
day and Friday of this wook.
day and Friday of thi* weak.

MR

4 _

TWO

*oUand City News

HOLLAND HAS
POPULATION OF
12,522, CLAIM

TWO IMPORTANT
ROADS ViRY
NEAR

HOLLAND DAY AT

FARM EXHIBIT

THE FAIR

COMPLETE

-

BE INTERESTING

WEDNESDAY
County Agent Hageman

The Secretaryof State at Laming
haa compiled figures ahowing the
population of the different smaller
dties in the state of Michigan, based
no doubt on the school census of
lait year. As a basis to figure, it
might be well to know that Holland’s official population in 1910,
was 10,490, while the populationof

Two roads that are of extraordinary importance to the people of
Holland are both within a stone’s
throw of being finished. They are
the roads to Macatawa and to Saug-

1

AT THE FAIR TO

Wednesday, Sept. 10,

it

ii^

pre-

Why

going to paring for a big time at theUolland

be Holland day at the fair, and fair. He haa sent out the following
many special attractions and special circular letter, telling what the

the paved road that leads for sever- da> at the fair. Come and hear the

al miles out of Saugatuck.If work
can
continue on it. it is believed that
rough canvas made
gap can be filled within a few
of the other wards showed that this
days, and then the road will be open
proportion held true in the majority
all the way from Holland to Saugaof wards in the city.

empty houses at that time

famous Kilties Band on that day.”

spent your life in building your estate
you wish to conserveit carefully for the benefit of your heirs.

No individual, however dose a friend and dependable,can furnish such expert knowledge and
facilitiesas the Grand Rapids Trust Company.
The more eofudentioM fie is, the more he seeks expensive outside advice, alt of which must be paid out of the
estate.
Obviously we, who specializein the executionof wills,
esn carry out your last wishes more thoroughly,more economically and withoutbias.

WE SERVE ANYWHERE IN MICHICAM.
US THE EXECUTOR OP YOUR WILlX
PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCEINVITED.

NAME

ItRANO

RAPIDsTRUSinaMPANY
Grand Rapids,Michigan

an entirely new feautre and one that

meet with your great
approval. The Chautauqua and
I believe wil

a

These cards will be found in nearly every store window in the city
and on Wednesday the merchants
and their salesmen and ladies are goSince the war has ended Holland tuck, and for the first time in the going to cast aside all dull cares, are
has taken a spurt ahead as never history of the two cities there will going to forget the scales, the tape
bafore. There is not a house to be be a good road all the way. Part of measure, sugar famine, and the high
had in the city, and in scores of in- the distance, namely between Cen- cost of living, by spending a happy
stances families are doubling up, tral Park and Virginia Park is con- afternoon at the big Holland show.
The famous Kilties band, the finand many men working in Holland crete, the next stretch is crushed
stone
for
several
miles
until
it
con
est
musical organization that has
are taking empty cottages vacated

and

Trust Your Estate

J-JAVTNG

tive of this paper, that in the fourth

thirty odd

|

to Untrained Hands?

features are in store for the Holland schedule will be:
visitors. The public schools will be Dear Friend—

duck. The road to Macatawa has closed enabling the students to parWe are planning a very interestbeen closed at Virginia Park but it ticipate in the fair.
•ng exhibit at the Holland Fair this
is far enough advanced now so that
Secretary Arendshorst has sent a year and I am sending you this letthe driver on turning for the detour personal letter to the heads of the
ter in order to call some of the
it that place is able to see the con- different manufacturing institutions
most attractive featurea to your atGrand Haven was 5.856.
crete a couple of hundred feet away. of this city advising them that Wed- tention.
If official figures were obtainable
As soon as that gap is finished,the nesday is going to be Holland day
The exhibits of produce arranged
now, it would be reasonableto ex
road will be in shape for traffic.
»t this great exhibition and fee has by the various farmers’clubs should
pect that Holland's population is
The road to Saugatuck has been already received replies from several be a valuable feature. ’ If you have
considerable larger than the figures
in process of constructionfor much stating that the shops will be elosei any type of farm produce of more
given by the secretary of state.
longer. Work has been proceeding on that day. Cards have been print- than ordinary merit. I wish you
These figures were based on
on it all last year, but now it is so ed, and are now being put up in the would take the little trouble necescensus taken when Holland had lost
near completion that only about 50 different show windows of the city, sary to enter it in your club exhiba great many families that had left
feet is left undone. This small un
containing the following wording: it in case you are one of its memthe city. In fact one of the census
finished gap is at the point where "This store will be closed at noon, bers.
enumerators stated to a representathe new stone road will connect with Wednesday,September 10, Holland
The AgriculturalChautauqua is
ward alone there were

^

lub Exhibits are fully explained on
the enclosedleaflet which you may
(

NO

read if you are interested. The HERE’S A NEW ONE;
PUPILS; SCHOOL
program of the Chautauqua will be

‘

CLOSES

J.H.STRABBING

as follows:

Big Rapids. Sept. 8— This city has

Wednesday, 1 ;20 to :50 P. M.,
been
Garden and Field insects and their
1

THE AUCTIONEER

hearing of certain rural schools

nearby being closed for lack of teach
control, C. W. Hain, extensionspeers, but the White school, between
cialist in insect control.
here and Rodney, is closed for lack
Wednesday, 2:30 to 2:30, demonof pupils. The few who would attend
nects Vfith the paved road near Saug- ever came to this city, is going to stration, the hot lunch in the rural
there are at Rodney or at the Brick
atuck.
give a special program of music on schools by CoopersvilleDemonstraschool.
Although the new road will be op- that day, a fine race card will be tion Team.
en for traffic soon, it is not entirely one of the features incuding several
Thursday, 11:20 to 11:50, sand
IS OFFERED POSITION IN
finished.In its present state it is running races. All the special at- land planting, F. C. Mandenberg, exKALAMAZOO LIBRARY
rather rough, but the plan is to put tractions, including many vaude- tension specialist in Forestry.

Satisfaction

.

at Central Park by resorters, and
summer homes on the north

also

side of the Bay, going to and from
their

work by

bicycle.,

It is thereforereasonableto

fig-

ure that if Holland had 200 empty
htwnes when the school census was a top dressing on which will make ville acts are going to be features
on Holland day.
taken, the populationnow would be it one of thAfinest stretches of road
m
western
Michigan.
But
this
will
Don’t alone say you’re going on
considerablemore now that these
probably
not
be
done
this
fall.
Wednetay,
but say a good word for
homes are again filled with scores
^
The
road
between
Holland
and
the
Holland
fair. It’s your fair, and
of new ones added.
Saugatuck
has
always
been
known
it has made a name for itself all over
Anyway the secretary of the state
places Holland’s populationat 12,- as one of the worst roads in Michi- the United States as being the big552. Figured on the same basis of gan, but soon it will be known as gest little fair to be found anywhere.
one of the best.
We had an example of that kind
five to a family for each home that
this
morning at the office. Two reis again occupied Holland would
sorters
from St. Louis called in and
have a population of 13.552.

be consideredthat
Holland has far outgrown its
It can also

limits to the north, east

and west

and should this part of Holland be
ineornorated in the city its popula- 'tion

would not

be

far from the

Thursday, 2:30 to 2:50, Pointers

on Buying Clothing, Helen Arms,

AGAIN SHOWS
HOLLAND

of-

No. 3, Holland, Mich.

Citiiens

Phone No.

4106-2r

Whom

A

others.

^

that Grand Haven in reality has
been growing and a spirit of pull
together for the good of the town

F. D.

HEALHTY TOWN

.

for this dissappointmentis the fact

R

tf

,

14,000 mark.

homber at 6,678. Another reason

Terms Reasonable

it May Concern:
fered and has tentatively accepted To
clothing specialistM. A. C.
a position as referencelibrarian in
Notire i> hereby (firen th»l the ItUinf of
Thursday, 3:20 to 3:50, Quick
!>r»in Contract for the Coodrurtion of the
the Kalamazoo Public Library. Miss
Extensionto the Mlendon and Olive Dram.
growing hay crops, by a forage specPost has left for Kalamazoo to as- Nxatcd and EaUblDbrd in the Townahipof
ialist.
Olive.Ottawa, County haa been adjourned un
sume her new duties. It will be lil the 22nd day of Augunt,A D 1919. at
Friday 11:20 to 11:50, Beekeepsomewhat of an experiment with her 9 o'clock in the forenoon: »aid meetm* will
ers conference in charge of F. F.
he held in the Town Hall in the afon raid
md if she likes the work ahe expects Township of Olive at uh.rh time the appor
Well, extensionspecialist in apicultionment of benefit, will aeam be made
to accept tha^position definitely.The
ture.
known and will be aubj. | |0 review on that
Kalamazoo library is a large and wine day from 9 o'clock a tn to 5 o'ch-a
Friday, 1:20 to 1:50, Poultryp. m
growing institution and opportuni- Dated. Grand Haven. July 3l«t. A D 1919
stated that they intended to go home men's conference in charge of F. C.
IS
ties in that line of work are good
baeknd kammkraad.
today, but that they had heard of Foreman, poultry specialists.
there.
Oounty Drain CommUaioDer
Friday, 2:30 to 2:50, Construction
our fair several times, and for that
of Ottawa County
Insurance companies distributed reason they were going to stay over a-ul use of Fireless Cooker. Grace
$65,000 in Grand Haven last year in for another week, in order to have II. Hitchcock, home demonstration
death losses, matured endowments, a good old-fashioned time at the lo- agent.

surrendered policies and premiums. cal exhibition.
Full details will be posted at the
These figures are secured from the
building. Make this place your headMr.
A.
T.
Hardick
of
Chicago,
alWhile Holland’s populationis an
annual compilationof the Insurance so a resorter, who has been coming quarters while at the fair.
agreeable surprise to us, as everyI less of New ^ ork. In Holland but
Note:— A member of the execuhere for 15 years, says'that he never
one, in speaking in round numbers
$19,000 was distributed.Muskegon goes home until after the Holland ti\e committee of the Farm Bureau
’ mentined 11,000 as the figure, Grand ^ook $189,500.
fair is over, and no doubt there are I will be present during these three
Haven’s populationon the other
The fact that Holland only re- scores of
" I dH>'8 prepared to receive voluntary
hand seems a disappointmentfor
ceived $19,000 in death benefits
When
outsiders
take
such
a
Jive
i enr0"ment for membership in the
the reason that 8,000 has generally
must show that this city is a healthy interest in things local of which the °ttaWa County Farm bureau. We
» been the figure placed to the credit
town and Father Time with his Holland fair is one, surely we should
be pla<i t0 have you j°in without
* of the county seat and the secrereaper passes us by.
have
pep
enough
to get back of the personaI8olicitation.
1 Ury of state instead has placed the
-

Miss Katherine Post has been

Guaranteed

I
might.

Holland fair and boost it with
our

PHONE NUMBERS *
ARE AS GOOD AS A
TRADE MARK

at °nce'

all

boos,

I

Very sincerelyCounty Agr’l Agent.

ZEELAND boTbReaIcs
LEG IN ACCIDENT

The announcementof the Citizens
has existed there for some time, Telehone company at Grand Rapids
which has borne fruit in the way of that all telephone numbers in the
some fine new industries for that group 7000 to 7999 will be changed

The Michigan Trust

Th

• j

place .

Graham & Morton Line

U».Hol|.ni9!,%.,SaDg° SteSmerS
L..v. Holland 8;00 A. M. S.tnrd., Onl,.

Leave Interurban Pier 10:30 P. M. Daily
Leave InterurbanPier 10:15 A. M. Saturday Only
U.V. Ch.c.,0 7 P. M. Daily, Eac.pt Snnd.y 10 P M
Le.y. Ch.c.,o 1,30 P. M. Saturday Only.
AH trips made yIa 8t. Joseph
The Tight

JOHN

S.

1* reserved to

charge

tu, ^

KBESS, Local Agent Local Phone: Cltz.

Chicago Dodt, foot of

W.h„h

Are.

108I

Bell 76

Chicago Phone 2182 Central

.

This burn wig

ZEELAND PIONEER
AGE

DUTTONS TO
MAKE HOME
CALIFORNIA

AT

HANOVER COLLEGE

Receiver for

ANOTHER COLLISION
AT BAD CROSSING

Thursday as the child of Johannes
Janssen was riding his wheel down
| Main street in Zeeland he collided
Two cars, one driven by C. Boone
city.
! with the car driven by Mr. Q. Siekto the group 67000 to 67599 has
of Zeeland and another by a ChiIt is true that even the feeling aroused many of the subscribers
I man. The city sprinkler was taking
cago party, collided at E. Main-st.
prevailed in Holland in many cir- holding those numbers and it is prob
i the middle of the street fo flush the
n Zeeland. The crossing is a
..
cles that we were asleep, and that able that if the plan is carried out
| pavement. Siekman turned to the
where auto drivers must be careful
"
Grand Haven was “right up to a protest will be made to the State as the cars thnt __
the boy on the
_____ in from riKht and see'nR
as the cars that may come
snuff.” Taking these things into Public Utiities commission.
wheel
stopped his car and the lad
the north cannot be seen on account
considerationit causes some doubt
Many of the businessfirms have of the furniture factory and the was simply thrown from his wheel
in the minds of many whether used their telephone numbers for
but as the city sprinkler came along
Ver Hage Mill. As Mr. Boone came
Grand Haven’s figures are absolute- years in advertisementsuntil they
and the lad unable to get out of the
from the north on Maple presumaly correct. No doubt when the 1920 have become as valuable as tradeway in time he was at once under
bly intendingto go south on Maple
census enumerators are through tak- marks and the assertion is made
an approaching car from the east the wheels of the wagon which
ing the 10 year official census, many that under the State Commission law
caught his leg and broke one of
was met and the two collided resultof these figures may be altered to the change in numbers cannot be
the bones in his ankle. He was taking in the turning turtle of the car
some extent. There may be some dis- made without the consent of the
coming from the east. The car own- en to the office of Dr. Masselink, who
appointmentsand some agreeable commission.Injunction proceeddressed it and then taken home by
ed by the Chicago party was run into
surprises in store for some, but it ings will be instituted say the subChris Bareman.
and turned upside down on the curbis safe to bank upon one fact, that scribers, to restrain the company
ing. One of the occupants was hurt
Holland's population will not be far until the commission has acted.
being cut by the glass from the
from the 13,000 mark, and it Purely
DIES AT
OF 78
windshield.The others were all
Albert Kloosterman died at his
will be more than 11,000. the figure AMERICAN-DUTCHCOMPANY
more or less shaken up but not hurt
generallygiven out by our own
BUYS UP BANKRUPT HOTELS to any degree. .The car was greatly- home in Zeeland at the age of 78
years. Mr. Kloosterman was born in
dtixens when the question of popudamaged as the windshield,fenders
Geneva.
Sept.
8—
Advices
from
Camper Island. Overisel, Netherlation comes up.
and one wheel were smashed. Mr.
Anyway the figure given in the Innsbruck state that an American- Boone’s car was only slightly dam- lands, on Nov. 13, 1841. He came to
America when he was 25 years old
secretary of state’s compilation is Dut<*h company has been formed
aged. It was claimed that the parwith
a
capital
of
$25,000,000
to
boy
and
worked on the farm in Illinois
surely no disappointment,
in fact it
ties were going at a reasonable
for a few years and then came to
is again time to take a “swig” from and exploit bankrupt hotels in the
speed but both cars being quite
Austrian Tyrol for tourist purposes.
Holland, where he was in the emthe optimism bottle.
heavily loaded the collision came
It is said the company has bought heavy.
ploy of T. Keppel’s for six years.
Below is a table compiled by the
the summer palace of the late Emsecretary of state:
On the 14th of May,* 1872, he was
married to Miss Aaltje York They
t Adrian, 10,873; Alpena 13.114; peror Francis Joseph at Ischl, which
then moved on the farm what is now
Holland 12,522; Ishpeming 13,548; will be convertedinto a hotel. It apIN
known as the York farm a few miles
Manistee 11,945; Marquette 12,621; pears that the Hapsburgs are willing
northeast of Zeeland. They have
Mennminee 9,721; Traverse City, to sell all their country residences
lived on that farm for. 40 years, un13.285; Albion 7,019; Benton Har- at low prices.
Holland is to lose one of its old
til seven years ago when they came
brn 12,495; Boyne City , 8.904;
families very soon when the Dutton
POSITION
Cadillac 10,351; Chebygan 7,031;
to
.
family will leave this city to make
Coldwater 5,571; Dowagiac 6,000;
thoir future home in California. Mr.
SUM IS
Grand Haven 6,678; Hancock 12,The subjoined clipping from the C. S. Dutton has sold his fine resik
907; Hillsdale 5,257; Ionia 4,774;
Chicago Tribune is in regard to S. dence and property on Michigan avCITY MISSION
Iron Mountain 10,058; Ludington
Paulus, former Holland high enue to Mr. Ray Nies, and within a
Hope church was well filled Thurs
11,630; Monroe, 7,913; Mt. Clemens,
school player. Paulus was end on few weeks, about the first of Octoday evening when Dr. 'J. M. Vander
8,505; Negaunee 10,678; Niles, 5,the 1916 team. During the war he ber, according to present plans, al- Meulen of Oak Park, Chicago, spoke
842; Owosso 10,279; St. Joseph was a second lieutenant in the inthough the definite date has not yet there under the auspices of the City
6,754; Three Rivers 6,617; Wyanfantry. The clipping follows:
>een fixed, he will leave Holland, ac- Mission. It w&s the only time this
dotte re, 100; Ypsilanti 4,420; AlleHanover, Ind., Aug. 28— S. E. mmpanied by hia son Robert and
summer that the popular preacher
gan, 4,371; Belding 4,729; BessePaulus, former star quarterback on laughter Anna, for Berkeley,Calispoke before a local audierfee and
mer 6,545; Big Rapids 4075; Char- the Hanover college team, will rev
many eagerly accepted the opporlotte, 5,100; Crystal Falls 4,833; turn to his alma mater this fall to
The Duttons spent last year in tunity to hear him. The collection
Eaet Jordan, 4346; Gladstone,5121; take charge of athletics. The Han- r&ldfomiaand liked the place very was for the benefit of the City Misover schedule as it now stands in- much. They however retained their
Greenville 4877; Hastings 5383; Lasion, and the amount collected was
cludes games with Georgetowncol- -isdence in Holland, and have pass$151.52. The treasurer of Hope
peer, 4594; Marshall,4070; Munislege, Kentucky, Franklin, Butler, ’d the summer months ’here. But
church reportedthat this sum would
ing 4222; Norway 5120; Petoskey, and Valparaiso, with games pending
now they expect to make California still be increasedsomewhat by tar4234; Sturgis 5,025.
with Earlham and Transyvania.
.heir permanent horns.
dy gifts.
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We
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Holland City

I

ENROLLMENT AT

DEATH TAKES

HOPE COLLEGE

YOUNG HOLLAND

TO BE LARGE

BUSINESS

That the enrollmentat Hope Colcoming year will be much
larger than it was last year is the
statement made by Prof. A. Raap,
field secretaryof that institution.
Prof. Raap has covered the field
pretty thoroughly throughout Michlege the

igan, visitingthe constituency of the
college, presenting

Hope College as a

the claims of

desirable college

to which to send boys and girls, and

“Henry

is

MAN

dead,” were the word*

number of

men and women that knew and loved
Henry G. Pelgrim so well, met and
greeted each other on the streets of
Holland Saturday morning. “God’s
finger touched him, and he slept”.
In a state of coma and unconsciousness, at a few minutes after midnight he passed into the better land
where on the last day of the year

be expected in the matter of

a

patrons and

be sent

to Hope

his list

of

treasurer. After finishing the 8th
prospective grade here, he was sent to Hope
this

students is a long one.
In a financialway also the educational secretaryhas

had

considera-

able success. Nearly all the church-

made liberal
college. One church

es that he visited have

Preparatory school from which he
was graduated * in ’99. In 1903 he
was graduated from Hope College,
of which institution he was a most
loyal alumnus. This thoro preparation for life’s activitiesand responsibilities was supplemented by one
\ear of law at the University of

donationsto the
in Grand Rapids gave the sum of
$4,132, and Prof. Raap reports that
there are many other churches that Michigan, which fitted him eminently
have done equally well in proportion to become an assistant to his father,
to their size and resources.
H. Pelgrim, in the management of
the Bay View Furniture Co., the di-

ARE SUCCESSFUL IN
CINCINNATI SCHOOLS

rection of whose affairshad latterly

year

this

is

its

no exception to the general rule.

Their training at Hope College a business man, Mr. Pelgrim for
was recognizedin the public schools years conducted one of the most
of Cincinnati when Girard and Alice thoroughly organized Sunday
Raap, son and daughter of Prof, and
Mrs. A. Raap, were admitted to the
teaching force without examination.
This informationwas received in a
letter telling of the former local
Cincinnati

schools require a four days’ examin-

ation before anyone is admitted to
the teaching staff, but in both cases
this requirement was waived, in the
case of Girard Raap because of(his
experience life a teacher in the
Bellevue high school and as an in-

by Sec y Arendshorst and the surprises

in store are

many and

varied.

the First Place, the Big Kilties Band Is Coining

In

Michigan and
at one time played before King George and Queen Mary when they made a tour
ot England. 1 hey have visited 20 different countries.
It is

Exhibits
Therewill be

the largest musical organization that has ever visited western

RAGES

!

One of the

feat-

;A’

more

entries at this fair

ures
than was ever

ed horse jockies

ill

er Hotjand fair yet

held. Art,

in saddle. These
as a rule are the

Cattle,
•

Horses.Sheep, Flo-

-

most
‘

vf

ure

At

>ln^-

...i—

ral, Horticultural,

in fact evtry ex-

—
.

hibitor’s building

iCS

fr

__ —

be

Raap because of her training at and Henry Kenneth, the following
Hope College, from which institu- membert of the immediate family
tion she graduated last June.
survive him: his parents,Mr. and
Girard Raap will continue his Mrs. Henry Pelgrim, his sisters, Helwork as a student in medicine at en, Katheryn and Nellie, and his

in a

horse race

ents of this kind

,

are seen on

bursting

the

program.

Of course, the

with exhibits inci-

race card will also
dent to a well reg-

stage the regular
string of trotters

ulated fair.

and

pacers.

8

HERE THEY ARE

chuAnc^ Sunday school till the last.
A firm believer in education,he

Besides his faithful and loving
the case of Miss wife, and two little children, Helen

exciting feat-‘

meet and are always looked forward to when ev-

-

will

at his task in the Third Reformed

terms. Public- spirited and generous
almost to a fault, he leaves many
friends to mourn his sad loss.

be horse

regularly appoint-

played in any oth-

perintendent, he had scarcely an
equal. Faithful and devoted, he was

was recentlyre-elected by a large
majority as a member of the city
school board, of which he proved
an efficientmember for several

is to

running races by

'dis-

schools in the middle West. As a su-

structor in mathematics and physics

and in

committees have been working diligently headed

different

been borne largely by the deceased.
In addition to his great success as

success. The

The

man

hees Dormitory have already been completely incapacitated for his
engaged and nearly twenty girls are work in the world. Thus his wish
on the waiting list. Many requests was graciously granted.
for rooms have also come from male
Henry G. Pelgrim was born at
students from Illinois, Iowa and New Holland, Michigan, March 25,
other states.
1881, where he attendedschool until
Prof. Raap visited many church- his parents moved to Grand Haven,
es in Michigan from which boys and where his father served as county

at Hope,

Holland Fair has never disappointed hut has always surprised

en- his father that he did not fear death,

rollment ,all the rooms in the Voor- but only feared to live as

student’s

WORTH WHILE

While to all appearances his disease was making but slow progress,

a sudden change for the worse occurred last Wedner-y, from which
condition he never for a moment
pective students in many parts of rallied, but lay in a state of coma
the country indicate that the class- until his death. ‘‘Glad did he live, but
gladly died,” for only a few days berooms will be crowded.
As an illustration of what may fore his more serious illness, he told

month and

IS

students will be ad- pert diagnosticians in Chicago.

ded to that total when college opens the middle of September. He
was unable to give an approximate
ies that have come from the prosestimatebut the number of inquir-

girls will

A FAIR THAT

that passed from mouth to mouth, as

he comes back with a most favora- 1917, his oldest daughter, Ruth}
ble report of the prospects for a went as a child of about eight years
of age. This first sad event in his
very successful college year.
Last year the enrollment at the experience seems to have been the
college was 335, but Prof. Raap mediate cause of his mysterious illmakes the estimate that a consider- ness, which baffled even the most exable

News

Picture taken

at the

No. 1 U. S.

4 WAR EXHIBITS
Holland Fair

at

very

Cleveland Conservatoryof Music

Government will have a
large

display.

.•

No. 2 Geo. Getz will exhibit nearly

100 different

war

picked up while in France and

war exhibits in one
large department in the Art Hall,
guarded by Holland soldiers from

Germany.

to be the large

No. 3 Capt.

oversea.

army of occu-

pation.

n0

4 Ben Lievense has a very

inte-

articles,

A very interesting feature is going

the University of Cincinnati but he brothers, the Rev. J. Carleton Pelwill teach night school on the side. grim, pastor of the First PresbyterHis work will be in mathematice, ian church of Frankfort, Ky., and

serving in the
/

resting coliection of things ta-

ken back from Russia. He

Edward Haan

was one of the Polar Bears

will also

have on display his large col-

and was

lection gathered togetherwhile

and take back many

in

a position to see
trophies.

Several other collections are also included besidis these mentioned.

the board of education of Cincin- George, who has assumed some of
him a fine posi- the duties in connection with the
tion in night school work.
management of the factory.
nati having offered

Miss Raap has been offered a good
position as a regular

member

of the

day school teaching force by

the

Cincinnati board of education.

The funeral took place on
Monday, 1:30 p. m. at the home,
and 2 p. m. at the Third Reformed
church. The obsequies were in

SPECIAL FREE ATTRACTIONS

charge of the pastor, the Rev. Mr.

GRAND RAPIDS PRESS GIVES
Flipse and Dr. E. J. Blekkink of the
HOLLAND A BOOST Western TheologicalSeminary,
Holland is in the midst of the real
industrial building boom. ^Seven
manufacturing institutionsare being
enlarged,some of which are being
doubled in capacity. New business
blocks have been erected, one new
church is being built and others enlarged, several new houses are being

“Uncle Hiram” and

former pastor of the deceased.
-- — o - -- -

“Aunt Lucindy” Birdseed

-

AMBITIOUS PLANS
ARE MADE BY
LOCAL POST

and their Bull Team.
Meet

us at

the Holland Fair.

Ambitious plans for the winter’s

bv’thf

bci"K fo™ed
by the Willard G. Leenhouts
Post,
American Legion. A meeting is to
and numerous buildings soon be held this evening at 8 o’clock

built, a $40,000 garage, ice cream
factory

will be started.— G. R. Press.

HOLLAND BOY CROSSED
OCEAN 32 TIMES

i-

*

in the city hall at which the winter’s
program will be arranged for. Because of the fact that this will be a

kmd

of key meeting to a long sermeetings as well as to a
ong series of activities of several
kinds, the officersof the Post are
After crossing the ocean 32 times
very anxious that all the members
during the war and since, Clarence shall be present tonight to take their
Romeyn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter part in the work.
For one thing, it is planned to
Romeyn of this city, is in Holland
form teams for athletic activitiesof
visiting his relatives. Romeyn has
various kinds the coming winter. The
received his dischargefrom the ser- Post is to be representedby a crack
vice.
basketball team perhaps and by
The 32 trips across the Atlantic other teams in other lines of sport.
These teams will help to form a
he made in the U. S. S. “America”
Post spirit and will cement the varas chief petty officer, which is the ious personalities into a more comnext thing to a commissioned officer. plete unit. Lt is believed that there
His vessel at one time was sunk in is enough material in the Post to
Hoboken Harbor. On each trip over make several teams that can seriously contend for athletic honors.
the “America" carried 7,000 troops,
Moreover arrangements will be
exclusiveof the crew, the highest made this evening for the winter’s
number carried being 7,323. On schedule of meetings. Some kind of
unity will be given to the meetings,
most trips tbe vessel carried a thouit is planned, and a definiteprogram
sand wounded. Mr. Romeyn’s two for the whole season may be adopted.
brothers, William and Dick were alA. H. Landwehr will he the speaker
so in the service. Romeyn at one this evening and he is expected to
time worked as clerk in the Dyk- have a real message for the members. The report of the Woman’s
stra and the Kramer drug stores in Auxiliary Committee will also be
Holland,and later in Saginaw.
made tonight. Finally, not the least
in importance will be the plan to
form a Bugle Corps or Post band.
SALESGIRL WANTED— Salesgirl Ther? is considerablemusical abilwanted at A. Peters 5 and lO cent
ity in the Post and it is believed that
store and baxaar.
a fine band can be organised.
•
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ATTRACTION

can’t tell

Will be at the Fair Free twice daify
on platform in front of Grand Stand.
Laughs galore for Yomig and Old

at the Fair

you the half of what you will be able to see at the

Hollaml Fair Next

Week, Sept. 9-10-1

Come and Judge

for

M2

Yourselves

Admission Adults SOc Children 10
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FAOl

NTJMfiCB

noaMti Vita tow*

FOUB

"g
The Stindard Grocefy truck it a
hoodoo. A week ago it ran
the embankmentat the Grand Haven

HOLLAND CITY NEWl

BIO AIRPLANE
TO BE AT

over

$1 a minute, the tripa being apportioned in 15 minute inatallroents,,

THE
HOLLAND FAIR

'making the price per trip $15.
l Scores of Holland citizen* are alWHILAk, MJ1LISHUI Bridge and Friday it caught fire at
the
Holland
Interurban
freight
deThe
Holland
fair is going to have ready planning
sail above the
Boo; & Kruunr Dldg.. 8th it reft Holland. Mio
pot, calling out both departments, more attractions than it ever had j clouds, if there are any.
The fire played havoc with the ma- j before, but in one thing Secretary ; They considerthat the experience
\rrjrtt |1 W per Jfar with a discount of Me
chine and it hed to be towed to a i Arendshorst was disappointed,and of an air flight is well worth the 15
thoMpft.'iaK tnaUTanef.Rates of Adtertlsi.)'

tUfiEK

»*0S.

.

•

Holland

a

t*

repairs.

I that was the airplane. Altho it had “bones,” and it is self-evident that
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Woody who I r.ot begn advertised, the wide awake the Roseswift will have taken several
’
Tetiry
y had been diligently cor- ! fares by the time the Holland fair
Entered as second-ciM*matter at me po*i | have been telephone operators^ i$ | secre
Jncf at Holland. Mtcblrao. under tbe ft* o' Fennville, the past two yeai| gave j r^spo
ipowrng with the government for ! close* its exhibition Friday night,
Uoufreas March. 1887.
resigned their positions, and Nrf hk Platt to be sent here from the The fact can be thoroughlyadverWoody goes to Holland to be arVop- 1 «viat
i&tiSi field at Mt Clemens. The tiesed that the Holland fair together
erator of the Citizens phone df that plaiy had been practically promised with its numerous other exhibits
LOCALS
place, and Mr. Woody left for when orders came, that it would be ' will also have an airplane.

sort#*known

garage for

upon application-

Business College

bT

z

Greenville, to

a

become

line

man

timei I
-

---

impossible to semi an aviator at this

j

--

^

^

the I

I

"C.

Mrs.

-

on

—

Monday
J
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FAIR

machine.
her p M

Mildred

the orient to engage in missionary on the 24th St. crossing, setting fire Grand Rapids to Holland in 20 minwork under i-he auspices of the M. t0 the planking between the tracks utes, with a representativeof the
Textile Co., will be here during the
^ LMn° Eai^'tkv nearly five month,’
little damage.
, pQrv.pi The sunfloweris a valuableplant, entire week of the fair.
old child of Mr. and Mrs. J.
.
, ,
It will be remembered that the
...
T\o It* seeds make fine food for livenk, died Monday morning.
.
. ’
,
L
f
stock, its oil is equal to the best Textile man had some machinery in
funeral will be held Wednesday
, f, , ,
linseed and its stalks arc as good as the making at the Western Machine
temoon at 2 o’clock, ne child
,
,
*
Have you planned as to
Tool Works. He found the interur
th. twin brother of H.,rvey J.me.
heBt; (An,d ,we
what you are going to exhibit
bans, automobiles and trains too
Garvel ink who died la.t
y011 “"'y
P'8"1' “
slow and for that reason he hopped at the Fair next week?
The funeral of the late Henry G.
>/a'den “ 1 were'.H
Pelgrim, jr„ took place Monday afLotI!* E'khoff who operate, a c.d- off in the Roseswift machine. This
er
mill in Nunica, was served with is the same plane, guided by the
your entries as
ternoon
A marriage license was issued in I a warrant by the sheriflf’sofficers on same aviator that took care of the early as possible to avoid the

I
Garvel,14__ T,v>

,

af-

,

t

1

,

vwas . 4
'“,1 *
Thunday.
H1

,

rush.

Fair Books and entry
G. the apple juice at the time of the of Coopersville to Grand Haven, to
his barbicue in Nunica Monday night OtUwa Beach, MacaUwa, Holland, blanks can be secured at the

the

and other

allied subjects.

You can complete a full course

j

Enroll now.

HOLLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE
A Ibert

Hoeksema,

T0

LK

trade

VanTongeren Cigar Co.
SALARY SCHEDULE

Minimum
After 6 weeks
After 8 weeks
After 10 weeks

$ 9.00 per week
12.37
"
13.12 •' "
14.43 "

“

Best Working Conditions

Apply 76 East 8th St

Rev. Albert H. Strabbing of East Zeeland and the intermediatetown*, office of

was ordered at half mast Holland has been elected president flying from Grand Rapids, the plane
by Mayor Bosch Monday from noon of the Holland classis in the Reform- landing at the fairgroundsFriday

funeral..

ed church to succeed' Rev. M. A. afternoonat 2::30.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Prins have re- Stegeman of Cleveland, 0.
Anyway this is the plane that HoletiTed a telegram from their son | Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Van Zanten land is going to see all week and in
Nicholas W. Prins annoucing his of Brooklyn, who have been spend- •which fair visitorscan take a flight
safe arrival at Camp Mills, after 14 ng a month in this city with their m the upper regions at the rate of
months overseas. Mr. Prins is ex- mother and with -the Vander Veen
pected home in about ten days.
family, left for home Friday mornThe trial of jury cases in the ing.

AFFECTIONS OF
foliowin* parts

J.

EYES

EARS

Office at Fair Grounds.

NOSE

THROAT
ARMS
HEART
LUNGS
LIVER

in our Cloak and Suit Department.

Your

SPLEEN
KIDNEYS
SMALL BOWEL
LARGE BOWEL
GENITAL ORGANS
THIGHS & LEGS

Fall

Suit
AMNC
Is

The Hope College School of Muing with it* contents,including a
sic will resume its activities next
new automobile, at a low of J5000.
on (he 9(h o{
be.
The flag on the staff at the Hoi- 1 (ween the

at

., . .

Uad

..

dl« ,a^

n

n

.

L

have had the principles of

The range of
styles is

now

alluring

plentiful.

^

-j

Otlawa county

November term

are

And the sizes and colors
now complete.

time;

method

a purely natural Health

in

that uses no

drugs

more reasonable. It

has

hundreds of cases possibly much more

ser-

ous than yours.

have found

methods. Investigate.It will prove
best investment you ever made. Get a free Spinal

no relief in other

was

Do

delay-make your selectionsnow.

not

Before our assortments are broken up.

We know

Lewis De Kraker has left for Co.
0 ., to attend the National
encampment of the G. A. R.

the

Analysis today at

117.

these fresh,

you

will be

charmed and pleased with

J.DeJonge, D. C.

new models just from the hands of the

Licensed Palmer Chiropractor

lurnbus,

The

makers.

local fire« department was

called out to a garage fire on

West

There

20th street. The garage belonged

to the last house on 20th-st and
down an embankment. The occu- the fire was soon under control.
Mrs. L. M. Adams of Holland vispant* of the wrecked car were brot
to that village for medical treatment ited friends in Creston this week.
and were later taken to their homes The Misses Wilma Vander Hil and
in Grand Rapids. The top of the
Martha Evenhuis of Holland were
Fortuin car is believed to have saved
Labor Day visitorsat the Nagelkirk
their lives.
Mr. R. A. Page who is compelled home on Sweet Street.— Creston
So relinquish his apartment at 97 W. (Grand Rapids) News.
12th street will store his furniture
Attorney Charles H. McBride was

—

is

quality in every stitch and seam.

There is unusual service value in every Suit

shown which
bel

which

is

assured you by the

Freight

certifies Garments of Quality.

The Service is Superior and the delivery

much

quicker via Electric.
AH classes of
Grand Rapid*
Battle

many courtesiesthey
Mis# Fannie TeRoller has returnhare received during their residence j ed from her trip to Eastern New
here and their home in Zeeland will ( York and will resume her music lesalways be open to their Holland ( sons next week,
preciate the

Oree*

freight

handled to and from
Enhunuzoo
Jackson,

Ann Arbor

Detroit

Toledo

Cleveland

Lansing

i

Frank Newhouse,George GunthThe Misaes Lulu and Ella Harring- ; er, Ben Lampen and Henry Venhuiton have returned from Chicago zen spent Friday in Detroit. On
where they have been visiting with their return they drove in a new
’ 1920 Dodge car.

Electric Railroad

"Sunshine" la-

and move into the home of Mrs. H. in Lansing Friday on the Holland
De Kruif on Central Avenue in Zee- Gas case going over matters with
4and for the winter. Mr. Page ex- the State Utilitiescommission.
presses himself as very much disapMrs. John Browm of Hesperia,
pointed to leave Holland, since he Michigan, is the guest of Mr. and
and Mrs. Page have become very Mrs. Robert Evans at their home on
much attached to the city. They ap- the North side.

friends.

Being

for the first

solve your Health problem even though you

PERSONALS

This is a great season for muskArthur Kronemeyer of the Auto
melon* which rather like warm, dry Supply Co. waa in Grand Rapids
weather, of which we have had a on business Thursday.
plenty. The market is full of them,
R. S. Porter’s name was, through
little and big, and all of them well an error omitted from the report of
ripened and of delicious flavor and the rifle shoot. Mr. Porter’s score

friends.

them

proven so

circuit court.

Mrs. J. Fortuin of Grand Rapids
well known in Holland received a
fractured rib and possiblyinternal
injuries in an auto accident near
CoopersvilleSunday. Three other
Grand Rapids people were seriously
inj»re<l.The car was struck by a
paaeing car near Coopersville causing it to skid to the roadside and

to

CHIROPRACTIC SPINAL ADJUSTMENTS will

of

quality.

Me

CHIROPRACTIC explained
AND IT IS REASONABLE.

or remedies, nothing could be

auto joy-ride that ended in the
death of Marne Boshoven, will come
trial in the

to

This is the oft-repeated remark of people who

j
1 are contemplating to be^in voice
Carl Stone of Grand Rap, da, U"- cuilure, wi|I meet Mr, Fentoni at
der arrest for having liquor in his
the time and place specified.
possessionwhen on the three days’

up for

Man

That Looks Good

b

Hipth school waa placed
I Mm: F^tenTlI “Lit” pco^ctivc
mast Monday in respect for the late
„ „ ,
,
. voice studentsin the Voorhees stuHeory G. Pe grim, one of the mem...
, . r, .
dl°- A11 former studenU desiring
her. of the Board of Educat.on who
continue lfMon(i and a]|
aa

,

or

awaiting your selection

sen-ice in 1897.

s

C37 cf C'S
c»u c0 Of

STOMACH
PANCREAS

|
Ik

be

brain

Secretary

father’s farm, destroying the build-

r

.

may

aerrea Implored at tbee;i2fitay
a subluxated vwtsfant

Arendshorst

Ottawa County circuit court was
The infant child of Mr. and Mrs.
etumed Monday. There are still a John Garvelink, named Harvey
number of important cases on the James, died Thursday night at his
calendar of which disposal will be home, 418 College avenue. The
made this term.
funeral was held Saturday aftDr. Hofma, Albert Vinkemulder, ernoon at 2:15 o'clock, Rev. J. P.
J. Van Zanten and J. H. Den HerBattema officiating.
der of Grand Haven were among
Simon A. Verwey has resigned his
those from out of the city who at
position as city letter carrier after a
tended the funeral of Henry G.
service of about 15 years. Verwey
Pelgrim.
succeeded Frank E. Doesbarg, one
The four-year-old son of Wm. H. , , , .
,
, ... v.
°‘ t'ie ‘ir8t carriers appointed upon
Howe of Allegan built a bonfire
. .. F
the inaugurationof
free delivery
which spread to the barn on his

..

Principal

WANTED=GIRLS

city hall

until after the

Stenography dur-

in

ing the present school year (evening sessions).

DO IT TODAY.

Overisel.

Pelgrim’sofficial position and of
serriees to the city, the flag on

Courses are offered in Bookkeeping, Stenography

Make

Allegan county to Frank Walters of the charge of furnishing intoxicat- circulation of the Grand Rapids
Bentheim and Florence B. Maatman ing liquor, Mtowit, hard cider.” Mr. Press in making a flight thru WestPriday the plane circled by way
of
Echoff is alleged to have furnished
In recognition of the iate Henry

Sept. 8, 7:30 p. m.

Entries

.

n

1

•

^

.

future.of

E

Evening Sessions

----

Ward Phillips and daughter
Although reasons were not given Madeline are visiting friends -and
our apparent difficulties on the Mex- relat>ve# 'n Detroit,
°'d.
OtUwa many year, a*o, died at the Zeeland i, now Ko,„K to vote on ican border, are supposed to have ern Michigan.
Blodgett hospital at Grand Rapids the buying of a fire truck costing had some bearing on the matter. j
—
r- — . - 7—
late Saturday night. For
J3800. The election will be held
The directors of the Holland fair i There will be no meeting of the
14 years, Mr Irish ^ss manager of
Tuesday Sept t 23.
however did not advertisethat an Royal Neiyhbors this week Thursairplane would be at the Holland da>-- . N«‘ weeJk H16 u,'>al meeti"k
Si, popular
'
be held and all members are reThe Dutch Reformed society of her violin class at her studio on fair, but now the matter ha. become will
qUf,stedt0 bc prIlent a, there wil, be
Allegan have purchased the Wm. I River avenue. All those who wish a fact and for three days this week, degree team practice and the com
Frost property on Cuter-st. where ho study with .Miss Keppel this year Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, a mittee will have a surprise in store.
they will erect a church at some time should make arrangements soon as plane will be seen hoveringover the j
—
in the
her time is being lapidly filled.
city and over the lair grounds conFred Haile, living southwest
Mrs. A. Nagelkirk of Grand Rap- stantly,and now that the airplane is
the city, sustained severe cuts and ;d9 left for Sandusky, 0., to attend assured, Holland’s exhibition this
bruises’ when he was carried 20 fe*t the international Bible Students year can be ronsideredcomplete.
Secretary Arendshorst ha* made
;^‘Hb:rwr„0,mirnr«Vi“ro°n
conventionMr,. Nagelkirkwa. forarrangements with the Roseswift
his truck on the highway when he merly a Holland lady,
was struck by the
Both departments were called out Airplane Co. of Grand Rapids to
Mrs. Harry Harrington Sunday midnight Friday to a fire caused bring one of their planes to this city.
tendered a public receptionat
etigme> Some hot Aviator “Fish” Hassell, the daring
home in honor of Miss
v, j / 11
Drencher,who is about to leave for ciners from the fire box had fallen air man. who made the fight from

H. D. Irish, a prominent Hotel there, and if he likes it will locate
man who some years ago conductedthere. — Saugatuck Commercial-Rec-

will be opeh for

.

^wosso'

26 East 8th Street
Where Priest Prenil

Where Nut Woaen Boy

Michigan Railroad Co

Holland City

TWO HOLLAND

Rev. James Wayer is a graduate
of
Hope College and the Western
( CHURCHES GET
Theological
Seminary. He too has'
NEW PASTORS
occupied only two charges before
HolUnd’s two “pioneer churchet” coming to Holland. He graduated
recehred notice on the same day that from Hope College in 1901 and from
in each a new pastor has accepted the Western TheologicalSeminary
the call of the congregation.In in 1904. His first charge was the
|

!

j

!

,

'

j

the case of both the first minister
called accepted and in the case of
both only a few weeks elapsed between the time when the former
minister left for other fields and
the time when the new man notified

here.

}

%

I
I

6 " a 0 ” Y’t and atappcra.| Th«> bidder mint Mate the time he ean ' fied cheek of teo per cent of (he amount of . the oBce of the clerk of the Board if roMU
(ChicafO tfcilurban Type 3&0 lb. complete ihipmentor deliver)' of material, the bid and made parableto the Board of I Work*.
1M Bbl.
| Price* will be reeeired both P. 0. B. l’“blic
The Board reaerve* the rlfhl to rojMfc
10000 ft— pointed Norway pine »heet pll- rtr, In^ i)to for the material delivered and | Each proposal mu»l be endowed "Propo anj aod all bid*.
-inf, 10 ft.
distributed along the work a« directed by ul for Hewer Material" and addremed to
WWIT10IC
The aewer pipe ll to De the ordinary >alt- ,hr city
| the Board of Public Work*. Holland. Mich
0'*rfc>
glazed vitrifiedearthenwarepipe.
Dated. Holland. Michigan,
Each bid mu*t be iccompaniedby a certi- >san
The Board reaerve* the right to order ten
Further inform»tion m»y be obtainedal September 6, 1919.
24
Manhole frame* and cover*.
per M-nt more or le** of the quantitir* of
1M)

—

Work*.

Oement
lonj.

engineer.

—

materia) hereinbefore mentioned.

Ebenezer church a mile or two east
of Holland and his second the Beth-'

any Reformed church of Grand
Rapids. He will succeed Rev. H. J.
Veldman who left recently to take
up his work in Newkirk, Iowa.
The two new pastors are expected
the congregation that he would
to arrive in Holland within a few
serve

Newt

Wanted “The Houseof

weeks to assume their duties here.

The two churches are the Ninth
Street Christian Reformed, the soGrand Haven is shortly to have a
called “Van Raalte church,” and the co-operative store, as the high prices
First Reformed, the church built by have caused the demand. The ownVan Raalte after the secession. In ers of the factories,who in order to
the former Rev. James Ghysels of keep their help, must see to it that

Grand Haven has accepted the call,
and in the latter Rev. James Wayer
of Grand Rapids has notified the

Board of Public Works of the City of Hoi

inary of Grand Rapids ten * years,

l*nd, Michigan, it the office of

ago. He served two

until 7 p.

New

Jersey for four years and the

oharge in Grand Haven for six
years. He was known as one of the
most active pastors in the county
seat city. His predecessor in the local church, Rev. E. J. Tuuk, preached his farewell sermon only last

Sunday and

is

now

church in Englewoocf,

pastor of
111.

a

make our

store

and booth your headquarters while visiting the Hol-

land Fair, Sept 9-10-11-12.

WORK

FOR FACTORY

SEWER PROPOSAL

vitation to

in-

8e»lt*d pro|>o«*l»will be rcVivcd by ihe

Calvin College and Theological Semcharges, one in

New Ideas

living is made cheaper. The stock
will be taken out by the individuals
and sold at so much a share, and at
the end of the year, the proceeds are
figured according to the number of
purchases made during the year. The
money to be involved will be be-

congregationthat he will come here.
Even the given names of the two
pastors, it will be observed,are the tween $6000 and $7000.
same.
Rev. Ghysels graduated from the

j

Extends you a cordial

the

Secure an

Clerk,

m

Monday, September 15.
1919, for furnishing the following m»teri*l
for a sewer in 11th St betweenLincoln and
Fairbanksavenue*in Fairbanks avenue from
11th 8t. to 14th St*., and in 13th and 14lh
8t*. between Lincoln and Fairbanks ave-

job at
fore

John

inside

good pay be-

the winter

in.

sets

Rutgers Co.

J.

Mens’ and Boys’ Outfitters

v

19 W. 8th

St.

nue*:

I

1320 ft of 12 " aewer pipe.
1000 ft. of 10 " sewer pipe,
2400 ft. of 8 " sewer pipe.
54 — 6 " x 12 " Y'» and stopper*.
40 — 6 " x 10 " Y'a and stopper*.

Parcels Checked Free

Clias.P-LiiiMCo.
Holland, Mich.

Take This Tip: During the
me how I can
one. Whenever I go to buy

“I certainly wish you

good

a

suit

when

“Well
lieve I can

- -

see

tell

recognize
clothes

I

was blindfolded.”

feel just as tho I

©

I

would

Holland Fair

you’ve asked a pretty hard question, but I be-

make

a suggestion that will help.”

\

(Sept.

“Go ahead.”

o o

11

10,

9,

and 12)

“Buy dependable clothes. For instance: When you buy
Lokker-Rutgers clothes you get

a written

guarantee of

tory wear and service and that is all the protection

satisfac-

a fellow

wants.”

this store your

headquarters.

Leave your parcels here; make our

That

is

not

What

b

Make

all:

is true

Room. We have

store your Rest

a fine
iifML

of Lokker-Rutgers clothing is also true in

commodious lounging place for

every other department.

Take a peep into our Shoe Department

LOKKER

=

tired sight-seer and

shopper to rest

the
in.

RUTGERS

CO.

HOLLAND, HIGH.

CLOTHING
Jacob Lokker has
Red

returned from a

just

buying tour

to

Cleve-

Chicago
& Milwaukee where

Stylish-to the minute;

Cross

Shoe

yet wholly comfortable

land, Detroit,

hehaspicked upsome

unusual bargains

in

clothing and Shoes
that were even surprises to

him. These

1 I

iiiy!
///

JlilklL

!!

bargains will soon be

placed

on sale.

We

As fresh as a crisp fall morn—
•r

as new as the

day

1

itself-there’s dash, spirit, lo-the-minutestyle

i?

in

every trim line of these models we’ve just received.
There’s pleasure enough in having such footwear to
SNA

complete one’s costume beantifnlly. But that’s the

Shoe.
W-

least of the reasons you’ll

have for wearing

your choice of these models.
You’ll find
in

it,

it

that easy grace and

always

And
you take without a thought

comfortable, wholly comfortable.

you’ll find that

charm, that vivacitythat you’ve

had to force

yourself to assume in your

prettiest shoes.

believe in Quality

in and try on these Red Cross Shoes. Know
the complete joy of wearing the smartest shoes in
perfect comfort.

first.

Attractivelypriced.

lie

Come

DBS »T HUMID MIR

THIS WEEK
/
\

r

ofh?n

MB

PAGE SIX

nuuana

“SUGAR NOT
OTAINABLE IN

in. where if

went

directly

Notwithstanding the fact that
Holland has one of the largest sugar
factories in the middle west, this
city is sugarless today. The sugar
famine during the war isn’t "onetwo-thrce," compared with the scarcity that exists right now.

all

pound, the price fixed by the United
States government.

LIBRARIANS OF

CITY HAS EIGHT

TfYUrwa

TO BUILD ITS OWN
GAS BLAiVi

.this expense could be elimin-

Th® twenty-ninthannual conven-

WiHiam Vender Ven of the Hoi- tion of the Michigan Library Assoland Canning Co. gives a simple ciation opened at Macatawa Park
The city of Holland will have the
remedy to home canners and the Thursday night with a public meetin power to erect its own gas plant, u
it so desires,no matter what the dehousewives of Holland. Says Mr. at which Hon. G. J.
ui l ------ T,”,™ ...... .
Vamler Ven, “Do not let your fruit the
speaker./Mr.
Mr. Diekema mission makes^n^regarTto ‘the
Vander
the principal speaker.
smr- gave a fine
fine address
nHHrpca on
nn the Holland__ j This was
was assprfpH
hv City
« Attorney
spoil, because you do not have sugaverted by
1

ar. A

simple remedy is

to pour

1.

„

®rs in Michigan in which he

f

recount-

your fruit in- ed many of ,Ke thinK, that have
stiad of boiling hot syrup. Treat all made the Hollanders a force for
your canning just the same as if advancement not only in the
you had tbe
tiie syrup, only use the hot
hot of this state in history of the nawater instead, and the fruit can be tion. The Hollander.,ever ,i„ce
sugared later when sugar is again they arrived here ,11
in iot
1847.
i, have
more plentiful and the beet sugar played an honorable part and have
factories have started up again.
contributedtheir share of men and

wat„ on

'

i

Bonds never wiped a man out over night by a
sudden drop in the market.

meeUng

g'e'^r.X ? dVc*

Bonds never proved false to a trust and
out with the savings of a lifetime.

ion. Mr. McBride’s letter,and the
history fr°m the Attorney General’s

*

Mr. lie Goede of Molenaar & De
Goede gave us a great deal of in-, "We ar? using this method every
formation on both sugar and hogs. day on part of our fruit and of
Says Mr. De Goede, “We simply course if it was not satisfactory we
can’t get any sugar at a price that could not afford to take the chance.
"Of course it means sugaring afenables us to sell it under governterward,but that is better than not
ment stipulation.

',

women who
-nu n.L._

But bonds

dePartment follow:

Attorney
General,
nave
ucjr uenerui,

D

^

19‘9

They

u

n

.

,

of “oBand has made an
applicationto the Michigan Public
other address of the opening Itilities ommiwion to fix the rate
session was by Adam Strohm, of the ,f,or tfas consumed in the same city.
Detroit Public Library and itresi- 1 he local plant a Privately owned

n

canning the fruit at all, and lose in the nature of an address of wel- >ng through our city to the effect
sugar from Chicago, and also from what you have purchased."
come. After the talk an informal if thls rate ‘“once fixed by the
These are the plaints that have reception was held at which
a local canning company, and from a
CU* "l11 not, be
wholesale grocery firm, and the been coming in fjom the grocers delegates became
acquainted with
“su^Sfy S”
wholesale price to us would be and canners to the editor of this pa- one another.
do so. The Common Council called
this -------matter to
~ my attention, at
ui its
m
more than 12 cents. How on earth per. Several more might be quoted The convention held on
regular
meeting
last
evening,
and
but
as
all
the
complaints
are
Friday
and
Saturday
at
,
meeting
last
evening,
an<
can the government expect us to
sell it at 11 cents, and not even tak- the same line the above statements tawa '™ somewhat smaller than t! ictUion to yoV^o^yo'iifopinionmUn'
ing Into the consideration the ques- cover the ground thoroughly. annual ednventions, of this associa- I presume that you have access to
tion of profits?
It is only hoped that the good old tion usually are. Usually the num- the charter for the city of Holland.
“We would be willing to forgo Holland Sugar factory will soon be- ber delegates is in the neighborhood nhl,°h .Wa> adoPt®d under the Home

“We

They

On request we shall be glad to write you, explainingour various safe bonds available for investment in amounts of $100 and up.

w

r *•

‘

tide one over misfortune.

Put your money into safe, well secured bonds—
bonds paying 6% or better— the kind of bonds we sell.

dent of the Michigan Library asso- '“since0 tiri. «n
u
Mr Strniim'.
^mce thfi* application has been
ciation. .Mr. Strohm s address was made, there is a general rumor go-

ciation

provide security and comfort in

They build up a strong, aubstantial estate.
guarantee a steady, dependable income.

I-ansing, .....
Michigan,
,

DO

ducked

old age.

Hon. Alex Groeabeck AU|?'

’
'
counted.
r
,,

Poorhouse

to the

»

at a recent council

to“ the 'attorney

Man

Bonds 'Never Sent a

Diekema
miMiVmk^

distracted lot of grocers have boilin, hot

been calling on this paper, and their
plaint ,s that they positively can
get no sugar at a price that enables
them to sell this sugar at 11 cents a'

from

conaum- MANV

ate<1,

HOLLAND” *F

A

it

the factory to the grocer or

* inj

tried to get a consignment of

the
^
^ided^U

'

—

PERKINS.

•••/

Thurs-

Maca-

along

EVERETT <%EISTERI
Grand Rapids.Kich. Mich. Trust Bldo.

Hfllim

^

•

our profits,and sell sugar at cost, Kin Krindin* oul !UKar ,hat ca„ b(, of 175 wh.le thi. year the total was XV of oVdiarter provideMh.^the
but the governmentcannot com- delivereddirect without the inter- only 8.» Thursday a. m. w.th
city shall have power to erect, purference of a
pel us to buy sugar at $12.85 n
“ dozen
uu/.trn brokers
urosere if
n what delegates however arriving on every cba8e* operate and maintain gas
dred, and sell it over the counter at the ,ocal su^ar buyer states holds train. The reason for this given *'ork8 f°r the purpose of supplying
by Miss Lucy L. Morgan of Detroit,t.h'/lt!r/"dth? ’“tiobitantathereof
eleven cents. We simply do not in- truewith gas at such times and on such
secretary of the state association, is terms and conditionsas they shall
tend to handle sugar. I wish to say
that the* distance from the larger deem proper. With reference to
however that Holland folks are up CHRISTIAN
center of population was greater than franchises, our charter providesfor
against it for sugar, right in the
a referendum vote of the electors
the
SET
16 usual this year, and it is from
middle of the canning season.
... ...... - under
unutri suo-sei
sub-section of paragraph 55
larger centers that most of the dele- of Title VII.
“Several are begging us for sugar,
The annual Sunday school con- gates come.
and are willing to pay 15 cents a
Will you kindly advise me, at your
All parts of the state was howev- early convenience and oblige.
pound for it, provided we can deliv- vention of the ChristianReformed
Yours respectfully,
er it to them, but the government churches of Michigan will be held
----represented.A considerable
C. H. McBRIDK.
says 11 cents, and our hands are October 16 in the Alpine avenue number of delegates were here from
Aug. 27, 1919
tied. No grocer is going to handle church in Grand Rapids. The open- the upper peninsula. Some 20 Mr. Charles H. McBride,
sugar at a loss of from 1 to 2 cent! mg exercises will be led by Rev. p. from Detroit are here, and about City Attorney,
Holland,Michigan.
a pound, even tho he is willing to A. Hoekstra, pastor of the Alpine the same number from Grand Rap- DeCs!/"'

m

hun-

Pi™*,,

REFORMED

SUNDAY SCHOOL MEET
FOR OCTOBER

er

,

„

FOR SALE

handle it at cost in order to help Avenue Christian Reformed church, ids. Lansing, flint, Saginaw, Mus- Your communication of the 21st
out a bad situation.”
^t the morning session Mrs. C. A. kegon, Kalamazoo, Pontiac and instant, relative to the effect -of an
Relative to the hog Mr. DeGoede Elson, secretary of the Kent Coun- many other Michigan cities are rep- aJ,P1.ication to the Michigan Public
made the following statement:“Do ty Sunday School Association, will resented. Last year the conven )-Vlltie/ !’0™niission made by the
not put too

much

reliance

Clemens.

the deliver an address on

on

$15 hog market in Chicago. In the
first place we are paying 32 cents a
pound for pork loina. in Chicago.

“Why Should tion was held at Mt.
Vou Introducethe Grades System?” The convention had a big bonand Rev. W. Stuart will discuss, '
beach Thursday night. The
“Teachers’ Meetings Methods.” new officers will be chosen at the

'

1

is

before me'0

^

rate

Now

:

paid

1

-

--

the)

church, will try to answer the ques- T.brary associat.on,so that the

we paid “two-bits.”

“These

figures certainlydo not

20

do not have access to your charter. 1 nless some charter provision
could be construed to have that effect,.! am at a loss to see how the
mere fact that an application to the
Public Utilities Commission to fix
the rate for gas can in any way
estop our city from exercisinga
power duly delegated to it.
I

final

bear out the market dispatches of 15
cent hogs quoted in the Chicago pa- ciation of Michigan?” The after- !cheduled to come to a close at noon
pers.”
no£n( session will close with a re- ' and Saturday afternoon most of the
Coming back to sugar, Mr. De poftifcof the nominating committee delegatesleft for their homes
m various parts of the state, altho
Goede stated that several housewiv- and the election of officers.

The evening session

will begin at

es who had purchased fruit were
simply begging him for sugar and 7:45 with devotionals. Rev. D.
one lady who had three bushels of

R.

a few remained at Macatawa

for

No

.varrant for

W.

of

peaches to can for which she had

120 A. farm, 6 m.

on

in

‘

Large hip-roofed barn 45x80

•

sugar at 11 cents when I have it.
I have a contract with a Chicago
house for a certain amount of sugar,

deathTas

WELL AT SAUGATUCK

^

^

Much interest was displayed in
the milk productiontest, which was ing gave
"The Michi
when it is possible to get it. This
. ,
.....
*as “‘K save an address on “The
Mirhi
.
contractenables me to sell it at 11 carr.ml on at Sancatuck under tho gan Historical Commit,, ion and the
r.
ipQ gg
supervisionof James Wnldrnn
Waldron, the
cents, but the fact is I’m not getting
State Historical Society and their
dairy
husbandman
from
the
Michithe sugar. I have received this
Relation to the Public Libraries of
BY
week 300 pounds, which lasts me gan AgriculturalCollege. Seven the State.” Mrs. Wm. M. Stebbins
milkings were consideredin the test.
ordinarily a half a day, so you can
irav- an address on “Michigan War
The
feed was weighed and charged Se-vice Records.” Mr. James Scher- n A. w°r*d war Pageant is to be put
• readily see that the rest of the week
on by the members of the Willard
at current prices, and the milk
Lt*en bouts Post, merican Legnerhorn, ’Editor of the Detroit
I’m without. But while It lasts I ssll
ion. I Ians for the big event were
weighed and tested at each milking.
it for 1 cents.
The current price of 3.5 cents for Soul of the City.
I attribute the shortageof sugar
m..k, with a 5 cent differential for
Saturday the renorts of comto a combination of circumstances.
each one-tenth of one per cent of
Since the saloons have gone out of
mittees were made and election of of the members gathered for busibutter ^at. A handicap was also alness 1 he pageant is to he given
officers was held. A book symposbusiness, thousands of tons have
sometime about the holidays and it
lowed of three pounds of milk for
gone into soft drink making, and
ium of both adult books and chil- is to be a war dramatizationon a
each ten days elapsed in the milkdren s books was held in which sevcargo upon cargo have entered into
' mAn;m0nh 8t'“lc’ A11 thp members
ing period. Under these conditions eral took part.
I of the I ost are to take part and the
the making of candy. The canning
i plan is to give the audience as much
the followingresults were obtained:
factories receive first consideration
A
registered Jersey owned by J.
by the Inited States government
and the grocer comes out at the D. Wedge showed a profit over feed a very important organization,its of drama and short of the actual
consumed of $9.32 giving it the first
tail end.”
membershipbeing made up of wel! , “l/' 'henueive,
A great big local wholesalebuyer prize. Another registeredJersey mformej people ip the state. Many
Tibe' P^,
owned by C. B. Wehner, Hopkins
of sugar states that speculation'in
Of the delegates came to Holland be used to finance the various activ^ar is the main cause for its going township, made a profit of $7.55 and spent some time here.
ities which the Post plans to develop
taking second place. Two registerin course of time.
\JIe claims that he had bought
President, Miss Annie A. Pollard,
ed Holsteinsbelonging to John To.Some (j{ those activitieshave al)oad of sugar from his broker
Grand Rapids; 1st V. P„ Chas. Sanready been launched. Provision has
bin
took
third
and
fourth
places
wage, at ll-V, with the inborn. Cadillac; 2nd V. P., Eizabeth been made for a basket ball team, a
tention of dividing it with another with profits of $6.57 and $6.30. A Knapp, Detroit; secretary, Mary E. base ball team, and other athletic
buyer for the reason that he still registered Jersey belonging to Mr. Dow, Saginaw; treasurer,Mrs. E. teams. A band has ftot yet been
Wehner took fifth place with a prohad quite a consignment on hand.
Jennie McNeal, Lansing; Delegateto organized,that matter having been
deferred to a later meeting, but its
When finally the decision was fit of $4.95. and a registered Hol- the A. L. A. Council, Miss Annie A. formation is practicallyassured. The
stein
belonging
to
Mr.
Tobin
was
made to purchase the car jointly a
Polard, Grand Rapids.
Post will engage in other forms of
work, some of which will require
wire came from the broker that that sixth with $4.71. Another registero
ed Jersey belonging to Mr. Wedge
special financing,’ and the pageant
carload of sugar had been sold but
MINISTER
will be on of the ways of doing this.
was seventh with $3.24, and a reganother consignment could be sent
COMING TO
• A. H. Landwehr gave a rousing
istered Jersey belonging to Mr.
i onsul Jacob Steketee has receivtor $12.85 F. 0. B. Chicago. This
address at the meeting last evening
Wehner
was eighth with $3.07 while ed word that J. T. Creamer, minister in which he gave the members of
sugar buyer claims that speculation
a grade Holstein belonging to Mr. for the Netherlands to the United the Post much practical advice. He
by brokers in sugar is largely to
dsher of Allegan took ninth place States and Mexico, will visit Hol- was heartily applauded.
blame for the advance. The buyer
The Post expressed its appreciawith a profit of $1.63.
land in September shortly after the tion of the efforts of the fair assoia shoved from one broker to anThe object of the test was to opening of Hope college.
other until he goes through the
ciation in providing an opportunity
show that there is considerable diffor the distribution of Victory ButThe
Dutch
minister
will
include
hands of four or five of them, who
ference in economy of production this city in a tour of those parts tons. Many members expressedthe
each get 10% “divy” on the same
determination of taking advantage
by the different cows, and emphasizof the United States having peo- of this opportunity. At the close of
consignment and naturallythe ultiing the fact it would therefore pay
ple of Dutch birth or descent.
the business meeting refreshments
mate consumer gets the whole dose,
a large revenue to regularly weigh
No doubt Holland will give the were served. Another business meetfatteningthe pocketa of the brokand test one’s milk.
ing is to be held on Wednesday eve! Dutch minister a fitting welcome.
.

....
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•

tool shed, silo 12x36.

fine condition,

manure shed, henhouse,
in fair condition.

x
north and east of Holland,

1-2 A,

Gcod barn,

mill. Good 7 roomed house,

farm120A.. 2

soil consists of

silo

fine location, near

Price $8,750

northwest from Zeeland.

1-2 m.

orchard. Good barn 50x100. Silo
2xt.6i also other building. Good ten roomed
house, large stone cellar. Easy terms
1

GIVEN

Price $12,8C0

40

1-2

nr north from Holland. Soil consists of
to

good dark sandy soil

on which

you can grow good crops. Ham of 44x54

jsrwwAjsSi

shape. 1

1-2

story house

in

in fair

goed condition. Ow-

gain-

ner will sell farm, stock and tools at a real bar-

82

farm. 6 m. northeast

crops, good 9 roomed* house, orchard, large

barn,

^^ce^t

Price $3,300

from Holland City
on main traveled road in place known as North
Holland. Excellent soil, well drained, can grow

1*2 A.

all

silo,

wind

place

mill, also other buildings;

has very beautiful

location.

Price

1.000

$1

school
good large

80 A. farm near Burnips Corners. 1-2 m. from

good roads, excellent heavy

-

ning, Sept. 17.

3

A..

sandy loam

1

I

l:2m.

drained, some

•

HOLLAND

1

on main traveled road. Soil
consists of mixed loam and clay loam, well

LOCAL POST

DUTCH

10x30. wind

from Intcrurban

WAR PAGEANT

1

Prict $9,500

school and church. Is excellent grain and stock

1

t

Price $11,000

-in

and granary. 8 roomed house

^

e

SHOW

good condition

school. Soil is mostly muck

clay and clay loam.

be delivered by Dr. Henry Beets, , th* delegates enjoyed a bonfire
b>\ ( °ron(‘r SiniPon LeRoy
of the Burton Heights church. His ' the beach. Friday morning an ad- or*D, ,
1 r°i"cut,nPAttorney
subject will bo, “The Right Kind of
",*l^nkm‘n °f
librarian of Oberlin College, on “u’ prT *;0roner LeRoy and Assistant
B. Steketee has the following a Sunday School Teacher.’
statement to make: “Holland has no
brary Standards.”and a round tab
JoJkrnan declared that
sugar to speak of. I sell all my MILK TESTS
on professional work was conducted
boy’fi
deliver her sugar at 11 cents, and

consequence the peaches rotted on
her hands.

in

sandy muck. Great corn land, drainage good.

to

78

not

(TO

from Holland on main traveled

paid $2.50 a bushel, burst into tears

when he stated that he could

'ai m/.u!

!

r.'ice $2,

*

farm.

grain

road. 8-4 m. from

the arrest

roomed house.

1.

windmill, silo 12x30, also other buildings. Fine

automobile which struck and killed
12-year-oldHerman Vander Bosch,
formerly of Holland, on the Grand-

a day or two.

barn'
8

good 8 room house, large barn

jr.

Perkins, Jr., driver of the

mile fi.n; srhn<

4 miles from HoIIbiuI. 1-2

Jamestown, 1 m. from Inter:. rhv . Soil
consists of clay and clay loam, wd Grained,

HELD BLAMELESS IN
AUTOMOBILE KILLING
Gaius

.

80 A. in

Deputy
Attorney General.
J-

GA,US W‘ PERKINS,

A

near church, good

We

Co-operate With rurnber reached approximately one
the County and State School Asso- i indeed. The convention was
tion, “Should

The Time To Let Us Show You

FARM LANDS

^

The afternoonsession will open at se®sion Saturday forenoon.
John Beukema of
:45 with
«iiu a sung
song service,
service. j.
J. SchripSchrip--New Holland 24 cents a pound for .•-..x
dressed pork, and these hogs were sema will be the first speaker on the CONVENTION OF
THE LIBRARIANS
hard to get at that. Mr. Boone of subject. “Personal Contact of
IS ENDED
Zeeland came to town with a load Teacher and Pupil,” followedby A.
Upon what is such a contention
of hogs, and asked us 25 cents a La Huis, who will discuss, “Training Several delegates arrived at Mac- based?
Very respectfully.
pound, dressed. We offered him 24 the Sunday School to Give.” Rev. atawa Friday for the 29th annual
A. B. DAUGHERTY,
cent* but could not get them unless K. Bergsma, pastor of the Creston invention of the Michigan State

Tuesday we

Is

soil,

house, excellent barn, lightning rodson

farm
farm’. Easy
ings. This

If

you

a very fine grain

terms.

*do not find in

you are looking
as

is

'

all

build

and

stocl

Price $6.50

the above descriptions wha
for, be sure to write us

about

i

we have many good places for sale such a

very large tracts with very modern buildings oi
them, lumber projects, cattle ranches, etc. Cal
on us or write us a letter.

ISMCKOUW&Ca
36 West

8th -Street

Holland, Michiga

j

|

I

*

tioliapd City

PAGE SEVEN

HAVE
MPW WATPT

J.

liCi

J.

SAUGArUGK9 TO

News

miMion to piker •

„

ftrotinr iiump on me
® corner of Hirer avenue near the inter
lertion of Mh itreet,and a water and aid

ter. and the treasurer ordered chargedwith
Expires Sept. 20
the collectionfees.
CAP SHAPED HAIRNETS
NOTICE OF HEARINO OBJECTIONS TO
The
elerk
recommended
that
the
Board
of
,, _ ,
l*>uni» on the 9th at. aid* of aaid iatereac .)
PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT UNDER
The Columbia Hotel at Saugatuck tion.
Asuisov-* be instructed to pr>p»re special
It
Olgera, do
ACT 89. PUBLIC ACTS OF 1915. AS
40.00
Cap -ghaped hairneta, all colon,
assessment rolls of the' lots and lands com
li. DeVriea, do
has been sold to Francis A. Horri- c*rrl#<AMENDED. OF ASSESSMENT DISTRICT
32.40
prising the several street and sewer districts
10c— Special grey cap-ghaped hiirXi. Cook A t'o. feed
ROAD NUMBER 6
3.67
tran of Chicago, who has already be-irJ- Uer^i*f,Ui^ “» coc
and for compulsorysewer connections, f„r To All PeraonsInterested In Said Propoiad neis 20c. A. Pe>.r» 5 and 10c »tor«
li. P. W., |,ht
3 51
in tatimintv \nd int : . tall rg du F b. I.
2w35
»:un work of putting the propertyin ed agreementwaivingservice of notice and liugeue V. Goebel, services
Improvements Id the Townships of Park and
2-i.OO
Adopted.
shape. As Mr. Horrigan has been a everJ,^*nfneceuary to come under
and Oliva, Ottawa County, Michigan,and
Pursuant to the provisions of Secs 10.
to Park Township,Olive Township and tha
$281 dd
summer visitor to Sau*s11. and 12 of Title 27 of the City Charter
County of Ottawa.
WANTED— -Sept. 1, near the hiffh
------^
vn viuriruIBHUfa.
tuck for many years, he is fully *ot tour, block «7 connected with the SanThe follow, ng • aim. apprnH ),y ih.> the city rlcrk reported the differentamounts Whereas,A petitionha* been filed with u*
school for a teacher, room furniihHoard of Police and Fire Comnm.-.tiner* at W> be assessed or reassessed with the gen- a* the County Road Commiaiionen of (it
ed or unfurnished, to accommodate
posted on local conditionsand re- 1 U*7 "T'f
tsi lax roils in special assessment against
I Accapted and granted.
a meetingheld ihot. V, tdH. w.t • rrdi'id
taws County.Mirh.gan. prayingfor the tin
piano; would like Kitchehette too.
part
rular
persons
and
premises
as
follows:
liui remen ts, and has been in a po- The Clerk predated the following corre certified
Comm,
proveuient 0f the h ghwav traversing *,id
certifiedto
to the
the Common
Couneil K,r )•*)
U35
IMiniurnt
scavenger
hills
and
Compulsory'
township.„f Park and Olive, described .*
sition to accurately judge the pros- MK>ndenrf from President Woodrow Wil- “cat:
Fewer connections
follows
pects for the future of the property
1,,,lrol,Mn
<>n motion of Aid Ksmjneraad.
Beginningat a point on the Inlersec
La ka- k«.,„k»
lnd8r dal,‘ of • uly 22nd >’0U wrre kind J "Kn.r. do
^Expires Oct. 6
R-.olvedthat the clerk be instructed to
lion of the quarter line of Kertion 21.
He has bought. The considerable in- enough to write me. enclomg s check for 1> O'Connor, do
f rtify the names, amounts and description,
MORTOAOE
SALE
Township
5
North
Range
16
West,
in
vestment required to put in shape *‘00 •* • nucicu« tor the etection of s me- l’ Bontekoe. do
to the Hoard of Assessors to prepar the ne
the Township of Park at what is known
Whet. a* a default ha* been mado in tha
and
euuin
the the house nn it .kft„l^ morial ,n Fr,nr,‘ in honor of
Fr,nk Van By, chief of Police
ci*«ary assessmentrolls therefor.
-na equip me me nouse as it should who hav, g[yfn thfir on
of (j. v.« ii..ft,n. p.rk ,K,iM-e
a* Lakewood Farm, thence northerly on
payment of the money seeured by a mort1
Carried.
the road parallelto Lake Michigan, and
!>e to make It a paying hotel has Prance. Since receiving the letter,i have John Knoll, janitor and driver
gsge dated the 9th day of April A. D. 1915,
The Clerk recommended that iho price to
* short distancetherefrom following executedby ElisabethHowell and Arthur
probably been the cause of its ly. uken counc.l W.lh * number of my col Jo" Ten r.nk, driver
be assessed per foot frontage for sprinkling
it* meandering,
sundry line being idle BO
! le**u*', ‘“J we have been driven to H*nl Pmggenhoef, driver
Howell of the Township of Crockery. County
••nic, be referred to the Committee mi
tw.-en Sect on* Ifi^and2! 11, Olive town
ike conclusion that there i. no governmental*'l‘° P*cr«. »U|i|>lie« and repair
of Ottawa, Michigan to Henry Abel of tha
st red. and crosswalk,
and
the city as.,-.
'•hip. and
The deal for the property was "gcncy which could handle »uch a reject.
,s Noblea, taxi
mt. and to report the same to (he Common
WHF.RKAS. We as „„ „ commissioner. Township of Georgetown. County of Ottawa,
closed last Saturday and was negot- '' * m,tUr for '-g-'istive action, for wuhont
*M0,lne
‘ "'incil at it. nest regular meeting
»re ol the op nion that the proposed im Michigan, which said mortagagewa* rerordad
ilted bv Norhet Qw;t-*r rran.l lp*',1*tivf•u‘h»pit)neither the Pre.ident‘Iol,*nd
Panting
Adopted
provement I* nee, -ary for the benefit «f in Liber 114 of Mortgages, on page 136 on
'^Zer Grand nor t|,f War departmentmold b> i.i . •.j.j. M •‘‘'ketee.supplies
The Hoard of Assessors submitted special Ihe publie and would be for the conven the 10th day of April A. D. 1915. at 1:49
Rapids. The work of reconstruc-lion to act. I respectfully aiigfrit.
kraeahoing
assessment roll, of the lot. .nd |,ndt ^U1
o’clock P. M.
t.on is in charge of August Pfaff. fore- Uu‘ ‘k1* v,,r>’interesting^„d
*,ri,Ve.
pris,.,* the several street and sewer .penal
wHrm^'
wp,r-’
a“dW Ifr.JtKAM. We haie made our
first order
And whereas, the amount claimed to ht
...... ..... <l<»'r.rt. for installmentsand
of determinat.on st.fng ,ha, the propo.ed
The new house will prob.blybe.r
’
merest .lu,. Feh I. 1920. also roll.'for the improvement .ar, a, af„r^.u| ,nd due on said mortgage at the date of lk!|
Belch Milling Co., bran
the name •‘Hotel Sauy.tuck," As to :
..........
installments„f sewer connretion. In the an
rtotirrI* the aum of Three thousand eight
B. P
. light and
930. 51
.....
•"I specification*
and
I return herewith the check
whether it will remain open all the
hundred thirty aeven and 60 one hundredths
,h. r.-of to be made and
fit* I ran*. (’0..
3.00 >>»ry districtwhen ordered to be made by .•'t.inali. of
With much appreciation of the •generouv
the Common Couneil.
ed w lh u . a. *11, h coinmiaaioners togeth dollars ($3837.60)of principal and intcreat
year round has not yet been decid- purpoae dmjflayed in the sugge.tion.
Appledorn,
y 50
Confirmed.
er With a flat .how ng the land included,and and the further sum of Thirty five Dollar* aa
K
Overweg. exp and
, -jj
ed, and will be determined by fuCordiallyand «i K"‘.*.*iy youri.
Hie Hoard of Assessor,submittedspe
Gertrude Hteketee.
4 40
W HER K AS the spenfl al on* made by u* an attorney fee stipulated for in said mortn.l assessmentroll, of the lots .„d |,IMj, »re not yet final
Woodrow Wil.on.
ture developments. But Mr. Horrimad,. f|n
gage, and which it the whole amount rlalmed
On motion of Aid. Kammeraad,
comprisingthe following .pec. I ..se,.u,e„t
gan states that at all events it will
"",;l »r,,'r 'he hearing of objection* to the to be unpaid on said mortgage and no auit
$1466.113
Keaolved.that the winhe* of the preil
* ulr" t' ilbdunjunit...veuger bill.
Allowed and warrantsordered issued
same by ail person* inteiastedtherein. »n,| or proceeding having been institutedat law
i ompulsorysewer connection.
he kept running for a much longer dent of the United State, ezpreaaed in h:«
The follow. ng riaim* artiproved by ihe
here
haie dej rmm.-.t the hound
"n
motion
of
Aid
Brine.
communication
under
dnof
Augurt
27
lo recover the debt now remainingterurod
season than the strictly resort ho_ i <-°rmmmic.Uon under di.- of A,.g..rt
Hoard of Public Work, at a mret.ng held
»r.ea of the proposed assessment diitrictfor
The
roll,
were
ordered
filed
in
the
clerk',
1919. be trauimitted to Congreainun C*rl Hept 2. 1919, were orsiered certifiedlo the
by aaid mortgage, or any part thereof,
improvingsaid h gliw ay, and
«'">•. and numbered and the clerk instructed
, K Mapev together with the .-heck which .v
Common Council fur payment;
WHKRKA.S, It „ proposed to improve whereby the power of sale contained in said
Abe Naut. a«t 8upt.
mortgage has become operative.
I.jOO Hoard of Assessor, will meet at ihe Com '»d road or Ipghwa, by con.lrurting
the Common Council rei>p>ctfn!ly
re<|.ieiti Wm Win strum, clerk
thereon a road of mater a! to be derided by
Now. th.-refore, noticeit hereby given, that
,nd
«- 50 mou l-ouncl rooms on Wednesdavott
immediate action hy the Mirh.gan delrga Clara Voorhortf,steno
l ounty Road Comm **ioner* 16 feel in width
by virtue of the laid power of sale, and ia
119 00 i lOli* »t 7 30 P M to renew ...d' r„IN
tion
Marjorie De Koning. steno.
(rom the south point on road to the south
'.‘J
V1" '•0,r,‘ Assessor,submitted..... boundary of Olive townshipand 9 feet In pursuanceof the atatute in atirh case made
^Carried.
Gerrit Appledorn, treasurer
Id. 75 ( c:a' assessment
roll, of the lots ,ud lands
and provided the said mortgagewill be foreNina Fansjer. eler.«al
** dth north from that said line to the north
Reports of StandingCommittees
ll'J 00 | comprisingthe
2M St .„d the K.,t "nd
closed by a sale of the premises therein deof 'aid road togetherwith the proper rul
The
committeeon x.'i/x and ’t-anv to A I. Mi-Clellan ihief engineer
H7.50 , Hth. 13th and I Ith St. M,e, i.| M-w, r
The Woman’s Literary Club in its
scribed.at public auction to the highest bid'••rt*. bridges, drainage and grading, under
whom, together with the City A».e.bor. was Bert Smith, eng m er
71 00 sessmeut districts
year book for 1919-1920 has made referred the matter of placing a valuation F MrFall. iio
der. at the North Front Door of tha Court
lb"
proviaion*
of
an
a,
1
entitled
1
An
Act
to
82 60
"'i motion of Aid Pnns,
James Annia, do
City of Grand Haven in aaid
on
the
light
and
water
plantu
for
City
and
•
82.50
a new departure in the make-up of
Proud" for th" Construction. Improvementj House In .the
....
v ------- - — *
The rolls were
ordered iiH-ti
filed mi
in im*
the riiTk
clerk i
” • •
school taxes, reported having considered I Slikki-r*.relief engineer
t.2 50 office and numbered and the clerk instructed and maintenanceof Highways; for the levy ( •ln,>' of CHawa, on the 1st day of Oe
the volume. For many years the the matter and also that they had taken up
I’athuis,fireman
55 00 to give notice that the Common Couneil and ing spreadingand rolleotmg of tax.-* and
A'
•* 2 0'c,o<'k
•*»•
book has been enclosed in*a tan-col- the matter with the Hoard oi Public Works, C W ood, do
55.00 Hoard of Assessor* will meet at the Com
of special assesiment* therefor; to authorue i
Jay: *hlch said premise! are
M
Stevens, do
55 00 mon Council room* on Wednesday. Get. l. the borrowingof money and the issuance of '’""Tibed In said mortgage as followa: towitt
ored cover. This year the shape of end that it was agreed upon to place such •I De Boer, coal passer
50.00
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kaving taken up the matter of u#,-n Ted Telenhoff, do
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th" Township* of P.rk and Olive. Ottawa P'1 in Hie Township of Crockery. County of
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dark blue
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54.60
•ented to open up the around*for «urh pur
K.-sohed that the Council reoonsul.r it* County,and the County of Ottawa,and all Ottawa. State of Michigan.
50.17 a' tion on the report of itic Board ..( Public pcrMim owning or interested in .ny
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The new year book has been dis- po»e. except when the regular ball plaier* M Kaimni-raad, troublernan
Lane Kamerlmg. water inspector
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to
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salary
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riaim- and recommended paim-r- iher-for: Harry De N. IT, do
Be soli ed. that the action of the Hoard
ears work. The first meeting will It Overweg rity
County.Michigan, at III o', dork in the fore
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10.12 m increasing the salary of W m W in. iron.
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determining
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Tripp,
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road and to th.- west thereof and Lake
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1 • ii, r
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In the Matter of the Estate of
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v
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1
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SUu by 4 Putterson. repair. ng gong
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Standard0.1 Co., turbine oil
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ma, treasurer. The directors for »•") IV Neff,
AUSTIN HARRINGTON
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J"1 25
pointed fvi: h-n.'ir.rfRaid petition:
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M
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*n Gie Matter of the Estate of
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for the County of
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At a session
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Max Mfg Co carbon Co
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Ufficv .1, th
paper
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J Batdua.welding
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Judge of Probate
Traveler* In, Co insurance
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n
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',f f xeuimalionand adjustment, and
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was organized in 1898 and it was
Laming, repair*
W ilford F. KiefL
90 l,,a' •ll "fil'tor* of *aid derca*edare r*Present Hon Jauic
Stun labor
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J-U- '-f
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Hieir claims to Aid
Probate
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no*4
01 1 Grand Ifaxen. m -aid county, on ,r before In the Matter of th, E*tat. of
Expire*bept. 13— 62ll
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Mr, I i«
!'M95
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, rv J Hoerema
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In the matter of the estate of
It i< Ordered.That the
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- ...
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]
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follow:
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La$, of Medical
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tlir,-.- successive week* pr.-vimi
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ship, Kent count, $28,000; Wabsis Mmlel Drug Store,
•< on of $2.1.53476. |,ght. water and mam ,0 k,id d*> of hearing in the Holland City
JAMES J. DANHOF.
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' r fund
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A true
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creek, Eureka township, Montcalm abury 4 Johnson, supplies 30.89
in said
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eh.A»7,ed #,'d lh’' Treasurer ordered in said county
Jarne* J. Danhof. Judge of Probate.
county, $5,859.81.
Hrank H Belli Co.. »up. and reps B8,U i arged with the amount
In the matter of the estate of
JAMES J DANHOF
3.00
Judge of Proi.at"
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ENOBERTU8 VANDER VEEN. Deceased
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Derk E. VandorVeen having filed in said
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J Lraker Co., aup,
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James J. Danhof, Judge of Probate.
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court his petition,praying for license t »e||
on
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For 1.2 miles of macadam in Ol- tarry Klomparena, painting sign* ,5.50
STATE
OF MICHIGAN — The ProbateCourt
the
interest
of
said
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in
certain
real
omera 4 toeenge.contract and rep 8I8.84
ExpiresSept 1 4—8389
ive township, Ottawa county, $22,- u- H. Ooating. s.aiengpr
for the County of Ottawa.
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STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate estate therein described.
At a session of said Court held at th#
1C4.94; 5.8 miles gravel, Schoolcraft
J;; from sale of . speedometer.
’t Is ordered. That the
Court for the County of Ottawa
Probate
Offire in Hi,- city of Grand Haven
...
15167.33
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......
At
a
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of
-aid
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the
22nd day of SeptemberA. D. 1919
V5 f0,r 1au,°
from Chief Van Rv
township,Kalamazoo county, $142,A'Tepted and ,h,.
'
Allowed and warrant*ordered issued.
in ‘aid county. «„ th,- 29lh ,1a) of August,
Treasurer
order,,! l’ro,'*,p in <•'„ rity of Grand Haven, at tun o'clock in the forenoon at laid pro
747.22; 0.4 miles gravel in Mecosta
the
The Committee on Poor reported present- •'•Hrged with
.....
. amount
me ._IIU
m *aiu
sBid C.iuny,
county, on the
22nd uav
day ol
of August, bate office, be and is hereby appointedfor A. D. 1919.
and Austin townships, Mecosta coun- ing the re,M>rt.ofthe Director of the Poor
* he Clerk reported that interest com,
A 14 HM0
Present: Hon. Jam,* J. D.nhof. Judge of'
hearing said petition,and that all person*
for the two weeks ending He,«t. 3. 1919, in
Probate.
ty, $6,919.64; 4.1 miles gravel, Eag- the aum of $70.00
interested in said estate appear before said
«" ‘‘he
°'
In the Matter of the Estate of
A or op ted and filed.
court at said time and place, to show cause
le township, Clinton county, $45,MARTIN J. WITTEVEEN. Deceaaed
The
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why
a liecnieto aell the interestof said esIn
,h,'SsE'L,,'Mc^;
Deceased
866.34; 2.5 miles gravel in Austin,
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Propertyt9 whom was referred the matter
tate
in
said
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should
not
be
grantTka
I'a,l“ K McKay, having filed beg petition
Colfax and Morton townships,Me- of charge* for hall maintenanceto the sevrourt hit final administration account, and
. *,Urer r^,0rlpdrelative to ,|IP praying that an instrumentfiled in said ed.
eral Board* occupying room* in the City rotlectionof taxes as follow* •
costa county, $53,878.56.
court be admitted to Probate as the last
H is FurtherOrdered. That publie notice hia petition praying for the allowance therenail, reported recommendingthat the charge • 181.467.48 Total Roll.
will and testamentof said deceased and thereof be given by publicationof a copy of of and for the anignment and distribution
for hall maintenancebe increased 10 per
177,575.52 colUo,^.,
Auf that administrationot said estate be granted
of Ihe residue of said oatatu
COMMON COUNCIL
thia order, for three successive weeks prevcent.
to Louis P. McKay and Lalla E. McKay or
It ia Ordered.That the
Official
ious to said day of hearing, in tha Holland
Adopted.
*ome other suitable person.
Holland.Mich., Sept. 3, 1919
23rd day of SeptemberA. D. 1919
City News a newspaper printed and cleruThe Committee on Public Lighting to
* '1' oai" in ,0UI UDrol,ep«<’«' Aug. 15. 1919. It
11 it
»« ordered
ordered that
that the
the
Thp Common Councilmet in roirulartea•i 10 o'clock in the forenoon, at said prolatcd in aaid county.
whom waa referred the petitionfor the plar
-41.50 collectedfrom Aug. 15 to Kept. lflth d*F of SeptamberA. D. 1919
•ion and waa railed to order by the Mayor.
bate offire, be and is hereby appointedfor
°; \ *,reet lamp in the alley Hast ol _____
JAMES J. DANHOF.
*t ten A. M. at laid Probate Office is hereThe Mayor colled AW. HJue to the chair
Lincoln Ave. between 9th and 10th trtreeta.
by appointed for hearing said petition.
A true
Judge of Probata examining and allowing .aid account and
lo preside over the meeting.
hearingsaid petition;
reported recommending that the petition toi
2.650.46uncollected
It it FurtherOrdered. That publie notice
Jamei J. Danhof.Judge of Probate.
Preaent Mayor Botch, Alda. Blue. Prins. aarae be filed.
Fee* collected 149.68.
It is further ordered. That publie notice
thereof
be
given
by
publication
of
a
ropy
Em ve, Vanden Brink, DeVrie*. Kammer
Adopted.
hereof for three lureeaaive weeks previous
thereof be given by publication of a copy
•ad.. Brink. Dobbin. Dykatrk, Wieraema
SALE
—
Forty
acres
Mason
On motion of Aid. Wieraema
Communlcationafrom Boards and Ojty to aaid day of hearing in the Holland City
of thia order, for three successiveweeks
•nd Vander List, and the Clerk.
Officers
County, 2Vt mitea from R. R., 16 week, previous to ..id day of hearing, in
Newt, a newspaper printed and circulated
The minutea of the last meeting were
l.
..I
J
___
__
aThe followingclaim* a,proved by the
acres much swamp easily drained.
read and approved,
the HollandCi4y New*, a newspaperprinted
i: "id‘
Hoard_of Park and Cemetery Truateei al a
JAMES J. DANHOF,
* PetlUoni Md Accounts
large shed. •nd circulated in aaid county.
Judge of Probate.
wphe ordered
Price $1250. Easy terms. James
JAMES J. DANHOF.
»'
j. Adami, R. F, D. No. 5, Benton a true ropy.
•Jn,lgP „f Probate.
ro,U
It,
j,M1 J ^Dinhof, Jud„ of ProUt,.
Harbor, Mich.
James J. Danhof.Judge of Probate.
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Holland City News

-

The Holland Markets

John Boone was a Drenthe visitor
Wednesday morning.
Wm. Brusse took the interurban
for Grand Rapids
Just 2,166 automobilespassed into the grounds during the three days
of the Allegan fair exhibition, 1,404

-

ed. “Apache” came

through until
he was badly shot and wounded on
Oct. 25, ’18 when he was given as a

today.

MoImmt a D« Go*d«
.................... $ .43

,

„

„

token of remembrance by Capt. HenPork ......................
23
Veal ..................... 20-24
ri Blanchard to F. B. Van Ry who
Mutton ..............
20
wa8 one of the American Pigeon
Beef ..................... 15-16
Butter (creamery)........
.59 ThZdly* nUmber *dmitt€d 0n| men attached t0 the Frenrh Avia*
The Fim National Bank of Alle- tion Squadron.
Butter (dairy) .............. 54
Chickena ........
20 gan did a business of approximately These birds will be on exhibition
Spring Chicken .............24 $10,000 in it branch in the Allegan next to the Getz building.
fair. The accommodations provided

Beach Milliaf Co.
the visitors appeared to be gieatly
(Buying Prices of Grain)
appreciated.
Wheat, (white) No. ...... $ 2.08
AGAIN TO BE
Rev. John Steuenberg of Overisel
Wheat, (red) No. ......... 2.10 has received a call to Trinity ReNot since Manager Ogden left the
Buckwheat, per 100 ......... 2.25 formed church at Orange City, la.
Rye ......................
1.20 Rev. J. J. Bruggers of Cawker City, Knickerbocker Theater over a year
Oata ......................78 Kansas, has declined a call to the ago, did the footlights sparkle or
Sixth Reformed church of this city. was anything to be seen on the
(Feed in Ton Lots)
Walter Swift made a swift exit boards by a local audience. But
St. Car Feed .............. 76.00 from Hotel Holland, leaving a $6 this will all be changed, at least for
No. 1 Feed ............... 79.00 board bill. He pleaded guilty when three nights.
Cracked Corn ............. 77.00 caught, and before Justice of the
Manager Arendshorst had much
Com Meal ...............81.00 Peace William Brusse, who levied difficultyin securing the theater of
Middlings ................ 60.00 his first tine as justice, he paid the Michigan Trust company, but
these gentlemen in Grand Rapids
Bran .................... r>0.00 $10.45.
Another tall sunflower has been relented and gave the fair associaDairy Feed ............... 76.00
Horse Feed ...............67.00 discoveredin Holland. Recently C. tion the use of the theater at a very
Screenings ............... 50.00 P. Zwemer of W. 16th street an- moderate figure.
The object is to put on a good
Scratch Feed without grit ---- 87.00 nounced he had a sunflowerof 13 Mi
Scratch feed with grit ...... 84.00 feet high, amt today Mrs. N. C. show much in the line of a vaudeHi-Protein Dairy Feed ....... 68.00 Huiling, East 8th St. announced she ville. All the members of the comOil Meal ................. 93.00 also has a tall sunflower. This one panies putting on a special attracCotton Seed Meal .......... 89.00 is also exactly 13 Mi feet in height. tion at the fair, and several memThis will be the last week of meet- b«rs of companies that have concesLow Grade flour ............ 75.00
ings in the Gospel tent, corner River sions at the fair have got together
Thomas Klomparem A Co.
avenue and 7th street. Meetings and will put on a crackerjackshow
Hay, baled ............... 30.00 will be held each wight at 7:45. On at the Knickerbockertheater or.
Hay. loose ...............28.00 Thursday evening Peter Pelon. the Wednesday, Thursday and Friday for
Straw .................... 13.00 blacksmithwill speak. The subject benefit of the Holland fair assoEvangelist R. W. Sykes Friday even- ciation.
ing will be, "W'ho Are the Elect
K>lties Band will be present and
How We May Be
wil1 furnish all the music for the occasion, besides giving a program of
J. P. O. de Mauriac was in Grand
their own.
Rapids on business Monday.
It is going to be the biggest show
PIGEONS TO
A. Peters of the 5 and 10c store
for the money ever put on in Holwas in Grand Rapids on business
land, and will be pulled off in reg4
ular vaudevile style.
The Banks of Holland will close
The old Knickerbockerwill again
W’hat no doubt will be the greatWednesday afternoon on account of est collection of cripples ever gotten resound w'ith music, lauglrter and
the Holland Fair.
song, that will warm the hearts of
Bob Leenhouts, formerly of this together will be on display at the former Holland theater-goers.
city, a real estate dealer, spent the , Holland Fair when Freddie Ackerweek end here visiting relatives.
man, wounded local soldier who is LOCAL UNION

WE PAY i%

4% ON SAVINGS

KNICKERBOCKER

OPEN

1

1

LOCALS

S
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1

Sure."and

i

FAMOUS CARRIER
BE

SHOWN HERE

Monday.

-

Grand Haven

ia now
'government food store

opening a home on a •’furlougb and is now
and expects
awaiting his discharge . from Camp
a carload of food most any day.

A man who

knocks the Holland
fair knocks Holland, the best town
in Michigan — a city worth living in.
'The United States revenue collector took in about $400 in government taxes on the concessions at the

o

-

HOLDS

ITS FIRST MEETING

M

C.The modest building pictured here
housed the first banh with which
the American government, had any
official connection, and from this
small beginning has grown up tne
vast system of banhing in this

E
A

country.

N

Of that system this banh is a part,
and U is that part which best represents the banhing facilities of this
community. It offers to our people

S

The first meeting of the W. C. T.
Sheridan pending the outcome of a U. after the summer vacation was
shattered arm caused by shrapnel,^eld at the home of Mrs. Dick Boter
will have on exhibition the famous 17 E 24th St. on Friday afternoon.
military carrier pigeons.

Mrs. S. M. Zwemer had charge of
These pigeons were brought back the devotionals and gave a very inAllegan fair.
to the states by F. V. Van Ry of spiring talk. Mrs. J. C. Post gave
’• Forty-fiveteachers comprise the Pigeon Co. No. 1. There are ten a report of the county convention
of the Grand Haven public pigeons in the lot and they have all held at Coopersville; the other dele.* sbhools in additionto Superintendbeen wounded one or more times by gates, Mrs. De Merrill and Mrs.
# ent Dondineati.
Holland Day tomorrow will be the German shot gun squada. Some Weersing also gave short reports,
fair and a little cooler. The weath- of the these birds carried messages The Union voted to hold a Utility
-er man predicts no rain this week continuouslythroughout the entire sale in the near future at which
aside from a few showers.
war. One of these birds is ‘ Apache”, each member will contribute artiL. E. Ealy is the new manager of
the Citixens Telephone Co. at Alle- a noted Belgian racing homer who is /cles for sale to raise the $5 tax per
gan. For several years he has been credited with carryingover 200 mes- member, which every union in the
conatructionforeman at Allegan.
sages at Verdun where he was country is contributing to World ReThe Holland City News comes out
one of the only means of communi- ' contraction Work,
two days earlier this week in order
to give the Holland Fair a parting cation when wireless and other ' Mrs. Efderink and Mrs. Welton
boo* in the city and rural districts.
communication fail- served the usual afternoon tea'.

Same opportunities that larger
institutions offer the people of
the

communities.

larger

T

fL

H

A

savings deposit with us means a
safe, money-earning investment for

you.

It

means the beginning of a

habit that will become a pleasure
as you watch your account grow.

R

n

Start a

banh account

with us today.

I

F
T

First State Bank
OF HOLLAND

mean of

V..

V.

THRIFT MEANS SOMETHING LAID

[IF

FOR A RADIY DAY

Announcement:
Fair Week Specials
IE

have purchased the

interests of the Star

Auto Co. and

make it an objeev for you
your Fall and winter buying and

During the week we
will

conduct the Ford and Fordson Sales and Service
to

Station at their former stand.

We

aim

to give the

save you money.

motoring public that class of

ser-

vice that the best trade demands; the class of service that has

made our Service Stations popular

We

will carry a

complete line of

at Zeeland and

Byron Center.

strictly standard

and approved

parts and accessories— merchandise that will give our patrons
full value for
line of

every Dollar invested.

We

come and do

shall

carry

will

a

complete

Winter
Cloaks
During Fair week 10 per cent discount on
new Winter Garments and Furs.

our

Warm
Blankets

Genuine Ford Parts.

all

much higher when snow flies and
during Fair week we shall give vou 10

Blankets will be

hard

to get,

per cent discount.

We

will

ees

who have worked

remain closed on Sunday— we believe that our employsix

week days

as well as the motoring public.

We

are entitled to their Sunday
invite

you

to

have us serve

your wants each Saturday— anticipate your Sunday require-

Winter

Underwear

A complete line now ready

and our

pri-

during Fair week we shall give
cash discount of 5 per cent from our present

cey are right; but

you

ments.

for business

a

prices.

Outing

Holleman-DeWeerd

Flannels

a limited supply

Make

Auto Co.
Byren

D

Center

HOLLAND

A dandy Outing Flannel worth 35c,during Fair week

Zeeland

J.
i)M

this store

for 25c yard

your headquarters

VANDERSLU

s

1
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GETZ TO MAKE
CONDUCTOR SULLIVAN
DISPLAY AT THE
FAST CHANOE ARTIST
HOLLAND FAIR
MAN WHO HAS GONE THRU ON

Live— Don’t Just Exist
ff APPINESS

is life—

-and

f"~1 happiness is found only

A

real

home. A

real

GOVERNMENT WILL ALSO
BRING MUSEUM OF WAR

real
in

home

RELICS

a

•

recreation.

A

place

real

home

is

a

.

, i

To
• i •
,.j • <

,

,
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the Army of Occupation into Germany.
Tne art hall at the He Hand fair
will contain one of the most elaborate collectionsof war trophies to be
found anywhere in Michigan. In
fact we might say that it is going to
be a collection of collections.
In the first place the United
States government with several officers is going to have a very elab, orate exhibit of war relics at the
fair, and it was thought by the manI agement that it would be a very fine
I idea to combine with this diaplay all
I the war relics that Holland may
boast of. For that reason the display of George Getz, embracing over
1 a hundred different articlesis going
to be found in that department.
Eddie Haan who spent two years

quette railroad which is equivalent
to going around Mother Earth 77
times is aga:n in the limelight. It
is now found that John is an expert
in making change when employed in
collecting fares of passengers. At
the age of 16 he was lured away
from his home in Three Oakes. Mich,
by the call of the sawdust. During
the four years he was with the
"Van Ambcrg’a Greatert Show on
Earth” as a ticket seller. His assonate in the ticket wagon was W. J.
Gilligham, now of the movies. Mr.
Sullivan remembers the struggle
that often occurredwhen crowds besieged the wagon. In their eagerness to gain admission to the big
tent amusement seekers not infrequently ran off, leaving the change
that was their due in the hands of
in France and Germany has also the ticket sellers. Occasionally they
brought home with him a marvelous returnedwhen called back to receive
collection of relics incident to the the change.
war. These relics will also be on
display with the vast collection that
is to be on exhibition.
TO
Ben Lievenseis a Polar Bear from
Russia, who beside having seen a
lot of hardships in the frozen north
did not come back empty handed, in NEXT BOND INTEREST IS DUE
SEPT. 15; WILL DISBURSE
fact Bennie collected so much that
he could not begin to take it along
$88,760,893.00
with him, and had to leave a great
Uncle Sam's next big pay day this
deal behind. He took us much as
he could lug, however and what did year comes on Sept. 15. On that
come across will be found on display date the treasury department of the
United States governmentwill give
at the Holland fair.
to every investor in Liberty bonds
There are several other soldiers
his interest.In the aggregate that
and sailors who are going to enter
will amount to $88,730,893.00.
larger and smaller collectionsto the
With the purchasingpower of the
exhibit, and anyone having trophies
dollar lower than it has ever been, It
to show will kindly get into communis the part of wisdom to keep yonr
ication with John Arendshorst, secredollars working,earning interest untary of the Hollanl fair 35 E. 8th-st.
til money is worth more. On Sept
phone 2120 and give a list of the
15 every one to whom Liberty bond
war exhibits that they wish to enter
interest is due has the opportunity
Surely this new departure is goto reinvest that interest in War tving to be one of the features of the
ings atamps.

I

father,

mother, grandparents, children, friends
are glad to come together and find enjoy-

ment in each others company.
home today is only a place where

If

your duty to

make your home

your

certain

people meet to eat and sleep — then
right now to make it a real home.
a

start
It is

home

•worth •while.

Now,

if

there is any way of

providing any kind of

home

entertainmentfor old and
young equal to the Edison
Phonograph, we would like
to know what it is.

Mr. Edison’s instrument
means more than

a little

UNCLE SAM
HAVE PAY
DAY SOON

fun

and merriment. It means

V/ES, we

even more than happiness
and the educational,refining
influence of high class music,

common

genuine diamond point repro-

interest.

ducer and your choice of the latest

of the loved ones about

—

New

Edison, the product of the
world’s greatest inventor’s
genius, the phonograph with the

It means the fellowship
you

will deliver the

I

the study of languages,
and the like. Yes, it
means more. It means a
family united at the fireside by

a unittd home.

l

won.

diamond disc records for you to
enjoy in your own home for a
whole month. All you have to do
to buy a few records to try it
with. No further thought of payment for 30 days— then start to
pay for the instrument on the
easiest kind of monthly terms.
is

.

-r—

111OK

Hear

It

Your Own

On

ln|g|
>

I

New

fair this year.

The procedure is easy. All you
Guarding these trophieswill be
have to do is to take your Liberty
found soldiers from Ottawa and Albond to any postoftkeand almost
legan counties who have seen serany
bank and exchange them for
vice overseas. These men will cooperate with the government officers
in explaining the different uses that
these instrumentsof war have been
put to.
Red Cross nurses will also be on
hand to aid in giving the whole
a war like appearance notwithstanding the fact that they are the "Angels of No-Man’s Land."
iln their advertisingmatter the
Holland Fair association has
the
following on the government dis-

In

Home

This Offer
Edison

Come

in

Included in the display will be:

37 m. m. Gun.
Trench mortar.
Browning Machine Gun.
Browning Automatic Rifle.
Lewis Gun.
Rifle

Needles to Change.
Even records of all other makes sound more

when ployed on The New Edison.

human

model 1903.

model 1917.
Bayonets and scabbards.
Hand and rifle grenades.
Rifle

Revolver.

Automatic

Pistol.

3-in. Shells

and shrapnelsection-

alized.

Helmet — Bolo — Very Pistol.
Fire Control equipment for artillery.
^ The government has assured the
Fair management that men will be
there to explain to the public the
operation and uses of the various
guns, machines .etc. The exhibits
at this time will alone be well worth
visiting the fair.

NOW
No

BUG AND

airships,etc.

In

Grasp this opportunity at once. Come in
and hear Mr. Edison’s wonderful phonograph which Re-Creates music. Let us
send one to your home on our liberal offer.

war savings stamps, which are non-'
depreciable and non-fluctuating.
Uncle Sam will have more paydays this year. They will occur on
Oct. 15, Nov. 15 and Dec. 15. If all
the Liberty bond interest due from
March 15 last to Dec. 15 were reinvested in War Savings stamps, the
total put in the latter governmental
securities would amount to $804,057,716.

Following are Uncle Sam’s pay
days this year and the amount of
play:
Liberty bond intereat it is possible
The Fair Management has been
_____
to reinvest in War Savings stamps:
working with the U. S. Government
Sept. 15 .......... $ 88,750,893.00
in securing an exhibit on the fair
Oct. 15 ........... 78,102,249.38
| grounds of war material.
Nov. 15 ........... 148.517,248.75
It can not be definitelystated just Dec. 15 ...........36,658,376.65
what the exhibit will include but Dec. 15— 5th loan.. 106,875,000.00
there will be large and small guns,

your home a whole
month on this offer. Entertain your family
and friends. Pick out your favorite selections from all the latest, big city song hits,
the latest dances, the side-splittingminstrel records, the crashing brass bands, the
good old-fashioned tunes, the opera and
classic records. Yes, the whole world of
music is at your command. See for yourself how much you need The New Edison
-then think how easily you can make it your
own on our easy payment offer, on terms so
low that you never miss the moneyl
Play the

L

Railroader

the Fair

Conductor John H. Sullivanwho
About the finest display of war ‘or 36 years has been coming thru
relics yet seen in Holland is the Holland once each day except Sunone collected by George Getz while days and who has been stoppingoff
he was over in France doing war at Holland 16ll times and has travelwork, and later when he followed ed 1,994,430miles on the Pore Mar-

<

I

where

Formerly Wa* a Ticket Seller For a
Circus Before He Became a

Holland Soldier*All Requested To
Bring Their War Trophie*

is

more than a house with a yard or
farm around it A real home is
the place where the happy united
family gather together for mutual

enjoyment and

TRAINS FOR 40 YEARS
AGAIN IN LIMELIGHT

P. M.

INTERESTED IN WORK
OF ZEELAND MAN
Walter Van Haitsma, of Zeeland,
tile drainage contactor,is
St. Clair.

He

now

at

writes that they will

give a big drainagedemonstrationin
l

that section of the country. They
will dig ditches at the rate of 10 ft.
per minute. Mr. Van Haitsma says
that the fanners are more and more

WORM
BOY’S

FORTUNE

Russell C. Larkin, 16 years old, a
Kalamazoohigh school boy, is picking up a small fortune in a new and
unique business, that of selling fishworms, "night-crawlers" and crickets
to Kalamazoo business men and others who have no time is provide
themselveswith bait for their angl-

ing expeditions. Larkin averages
$100 a week profits. His biggest day
was two weeks ago Saturday when
he took in $65.60.
Larkin first learned the commercial value of "night crawlers"several years ago when his father and
relatives would occasionally slip him
a dime or a quarter for providing
them with bait. It occurred to him
that others might be willing to pay
also. He applied to the proprietor
of a sportinggoods store, who was
pleased to find some one who took
enough interest in the proposition
to make a business of it.
Because his patrons frequently
asked him where they could obtain
the worms the boy’s business grew
until today Larkin has a younger
brother and several other boys assisting him to serve hundreds of fishermen.
Asked what had been the biggest
factor in his success, the boy replied
with pardonable pride:
"Why, I have been on the job
every day, is the reason. As far as I
know I have never disappointeda
customer when he told me he wanted a supply.”
.....

....

o-

•

SNAKE
TWELVE FEET LONG

KILLS BLACK

getting interestedin tile drainage.
At their demonstrationwill be pres-

August Wickham of Allegan county makes his living catching frogs
and turtles for eastern markets and
is perhaps not so much impressedby
the sight of a snake as the average
young lady. However, last week
when a large blacksnakereared its
head two feet in air, thrust out a
forked tongue, and began to show
fight, he decided on immediate flight.
The snake followed and Wickham
soon saw he was outclassed in speed
terested in the work and it is attrac- so he stopped and offered battle, kill
ting considerableattention in the ing the snake with a stout Stick. It

Musselmanof the Farm Mechanics Department of Lansing, the
Farm agent and R. J. Baldwin, director of extension. The county farm
agent has promised Van Haitsma 10
years work if he should decide to
stay where he is now working.
The Port Huron and St. Clair
Chambers of Commerce are mth inent

COOK BROS.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

.

cm« « w.ll

-

in th, ror,l diltrictl.
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..... ......
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rioaanauty fteu*

FAOB TEN

LIST OF ENTERPRISING MORGAN RESIGNS AS
BUoiHaas
SUPERINTENDENT OF

finMa

IMiAklUAikiMj

R

'

8

JOHN

MICHIGAN RAILWAY

DYK8TKA, 4U

D.A01

QUITS MONDAY FOR A 30-DAY
VACATION, FIRST IN 20

£1011111 Street. CiUisns pboof
Utl-ti.

YEARS

ATTOHNKY8 AND NOTAKIRp*
DIBKEMA. KOTiLRN a tf\ CATV
ATTOPNEYR-AT-LAW
Office orer Flr«t State Bank Tlnth

C. E. Mor}fan, general

superin-

tendent of the Michipan Railway Co
Thursday announced his res gnatio'
to take effect Monday, Sept. 1. and
IAH IS H. OBTERHOrs
the next thirty days will take h
141
Prar.tkM In all State and Ked-trai first vacation in 20 years.
For the last seven years and a half
Courtt. Office In Coarl Hons**
Grand
Michigan Mr. Morgan has been general superFEED T. MILES ATTORNEY-AT-LAW intendent in charge of operation
and maintenance of all the interurProeecuting Attorney of Ottawa
bsn and city lines of the Michigan
County.

bones

P

Haven

General Practice
Biuclt

Kreme's

Railway company, consisting

have been the Holland

interurban,

me

lateat Popular the Kalamazoo-GrandRapids line,
eonge and Uie beet m me luuaic ioj« the city lines in Kalamazoo, Battle
Cltlaens plione 126H. 31 Caal higin.
Street.

PHYSICIANS AND

KOKONs

St

Mereen. Corner Tentn and Cen
tral Ave. ClUien* Phone
1416. BeU Phone

LEENHQUTB
BYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAl

Creek and other towns and the interurban lines to Jackson, Owosso,
Lansing and Saginaw.
Mr. Morgan took his present position. April 1, 1912, and made his
headquarters in Jackson until June
1, 1916,

when

he

moved his

TTMtitutioB the coming pear. Dr. b* few. Jacob Van iter femlen «f
JSyme’s weak will be done by other Kalamazoo, who will occupy the
members of the faculty. As was chair of Greek made vacant when
the case in almost all institutions,Dr. Dimnent assumed the presithe study of German has taken a big dency. The work of the Greek deslump since the beginning of the partment was done by ether memThere are tt> be but comparatively war, and comparativatyfew students bers of the faculty last year, but
few changes in the faculty of Hope are electing it as ana of their stud- this year the chair will be restored
College the coming school year. The ies. Hence the cleans have become Miss Meinecke, a sister of Prof.
faculty for the cooing year is alBruno Meinecke, will also be n new
most complete, the only place *till
Dr. Carl J. Knock is another mem- member of the faculty this year.
to be filled being the chair of ber of last year's faculty who will Prof. Arthur Heusinkveld,for sevphysics. Last vear this place became not be bade at the local. college the eral years assistant professor in Envacant with the resignation of Dr. coning year. Dr. Knock will be on glish, has left the faculty and will
W. J. Pietenpoel, and since then the the facutly of Wahoo College of Wa- continue his studies at Columbia.
work has been done by other mem- hoo, Kansas. His place will be takbers of the faculty. It is expected en by Prof. Egbert Winter of Wt.
TO
however that a regular professor of Pleasant Normal School. Mr. WinAT
physics will be appointed for the tre is a graduate of Hope College
coming year.
and has been engaged in educational
On the suppositionthat the big
Dr. Ludwig H. Eyme, for the past work ever since. He will serve as
excursion steamers North and
few years professor of German and professor of education at Hope.
French, will not return to the local
A new member of the faculty will South America would not winter at

SOME CHANGES
MADE IN FACULTY
OF HOPE COLLEGE

WANT VESSELS
STAY
SAUGATUCK
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BANKS
THE FIRST STATE BANK
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..........
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flurplua and undividedyroftta 50. «•
Depositors Security
....... 160.«4 per cent Intereat paid on tin
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4epoeiU.

Exchange ou

all businesscent*
domesticand foreign.
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J

Dlekema, Free
J.
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Bfardile*-

THK PEOPLES STATE BANK
Capital stock paid in ............ S4<>
Additional stockholder’s liability
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-------------------

Deposit or security-.............. lim
Pay* 4 per cent Intereat op *»-.
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Deposits
A. Viecbei, D. b. Keppei, i<»u.r.
Gate, Geo. P Hummer, u. p t ui*J. Q. Rutger.

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINE*
KRIS HOOK STOKE

St

.\e

papers, and Magazinee

SO W.

8m

Phone

1

DRUGS AND SUN DIE.*
DOESBURG. H. R.. DEALER
DRUGS, medicine,paints, oils, toi
articles Imports and dom.-dears. Citizens pbone 1781 3 2
Eighth Street

buy

to sell

Want

rn

to

productionof the Holland
governing engines we have
retained every desii table feature of
the Brown wall engtne, adding a most

If

throttle

simple throttling device

prior to becoming general superin-

endent of the Michigan Railway Co.

Mr. Morgan was general manager
of the Indianapolis, Crawfordsville

full

and

over by the Michigan Railway company about two years ago, has beer,

w

/V

I

iMiruceon your house

st.

If

you need

advanced about ten cents July 1.
some com*
All cloth-covered books have adin and see vanced about 20 per cent and the

US

cheaper leather bound volumes at
about 10 per cent.

Citz.

Strec

Phone 1166

We

at the fair grounds, will

will

have on hand

conduct

a large stock of

Apples,

Louis

P;

Pears, Peaches, Plums, Water-

automobiles, ba

melons and Cantelopes.

and

Look

for the

a

squared!

Phone 1687.

1

Comer Stand.

Wifa,

AUSTIN HARRINGTON
FUEL AND FEED

"QUALITY AND
PROMPT SERVICE"

>V,

Office,

Yard and

Branch Yard

Dock,

First Ave.,

and Office-

and Eighth

North Side

St.

MODEL LAUNDRY

Holland, Michigan

97-89 East Eighth Street, Holland, Mich Phone 1442

^

A
If

you want pure

Suits, Overcoats

Dr. A.

U

—and Pants—

Field

When

Practice Lit

tailored in

conservative up-todate way, adapted to

&

a

Diseases of
Ear,

man’s individuality,

Nose am

avoidingextremefads

—your

clothes will
continue in style un
til they have given a
full measure of ser-

Garden
Seeds
go to G.

COOK

Office

vice.

— W

Bldg. 20

Perfect

W.

Fit

Guaranteed
S.

-

bibles were

9th

OUR MOTTO:

*

creased. The cheaper

E

& CO.

HOLLAND, MICH.

Holland Fancy Hand Picked

K.

DANEFF

Up-to-Date Merchant Tailor

(5.

HE. Sthst.

109 River Ave.

223-3r.

--

KOUW

ISAAC

Store

HOLLAND INTERURBAN HAS NEW GENERAL MANAGER

There was found at the Michigan
State Sunday School convention in
LOST — Shepherd dog, medium size, Flint by scores of Holland people
black and white. Owner J. J. Kuilast week something that hasn’t been
pers, Holland, Mich. Box 52, R. 3.
Reward $5 dead or alive. Phone advanced in price during the high
No. 130, East Saugatuck line.
cost of living wave. It was religious
publications. According to the manFOR SALE — Five Brood sows;, also ager of one of the large number of
little pigs of six weeks and up; all exhibits there has been no advance
kinds. Henry Van Dyke, R. R. 2,
in the last year in the cost of tracts
Holland, Mich. Phone Zeeland
and quarterlies such as Sunday
(2w)
School teacherspass out.
0
Bibles have increased in price, but
Home Paint
there is a peculiarfeature about
Buy your house or floor paint now, the advance of the price of copies of
while we can still sell it at the low the scripture. The most expensive
price of $2.25 per gallon. A. Peters
leather bound works did not advance
5 and 10 cent store and bazaar, East
8th St. corner of Central Ave. 4w at all, while other articlesin genera!
use in which leather is used such as
shoes and traveling bags greatly in-

on

Bh

S

national convention of the Society
of AutomotiveEngineers was brot
to western Michigan last spring.

luth, Minnesota.

need

city property, or

Also fancy Oranges, Bananas, etc.

ness of Hotel Ottawa. It was directly through his efforts that the

THE SAME

T
T

change

36 west 8th

a fruit stand.

Fruit

the promotion of Ottawa Beach as a
resort and to buildingup the busi-

IS

A

you want to buy, sell or ex-

Kouw & Co

or furniture, call

During Fair week,

The

Ss

V

built up until it is one of the big
paying branchesof the company. Although not a hotel man, Mr. Morgar
for the last two years has in addition
to his regular interuban duties, devoted considerable efficient efforts tc

PRICE

Kouw & Co

HOLLAND ENGINE CO.

Western.

HERE AT LEAST THE

THE

your farm?

a car-

display at the Fair.

Under his supervision the Holland
Interurban line which was taker,

Ave.

B(

E
R

Fire

buretor designed to burn the fuel
completely. Hence there is perfect
combustion',no smoke at the exhaust
and full horsepower. The Holland
Engine is in a class by itself and
means your complete satisfaction. A

St

same after one year’s rental. J.
E. Morn, 711 West 2nd St., Du-

3t33p

"

Kouw & Co

See Isaac

In the

/

he was superintendent of various
lines in Indiana and Ohio and just

Leghorns

farm?

exchange your farm

HRLENE PELGRIM

kets. With privilege of buying

pit*.

property?

for city

HollandKerosene
Engines

At 23 years of age he became the
superintendentof the Indianapolis &
Greenfield Rapid Transit Co. Later

32222

a

See Isaac

lines.

H. P. Harrison is the new general
superintendent of the Michigan
Teacher of Plano
railway succeeding C. E. Morgan, reClu. Phone 1460
signed. Mr. Harrison was brought
Residence 197 Weet 12th St.
up in St. Louis, attended the Washington university, served an apprenDENTISTS
ticeship in St. Louis, went to northDr. James O. Scott
ern Mexico as assistant engineer in
Dentist
an extensiveelectrical development
Hours: 8 to 12 a. m. 1 to 6 p
moved to Mexico City to be secreSt Eairt FMcbtb
Holland
tary to the manager of the Mexico
Street Railway Co. and then went
Citizens Phone
Bell 141? for eight years to be with the Tostreet railway under J. F. ColGrand Rapids Monument Co ledo
lins, now general manager of the
High Grade Monumental Work
Michigan railway. Then he went
Zeeland, Michigan
back to Mexico City as general superintendentand later general manJOHN H. BOSCH. Gen’l Agt.
ager of the street railway system and
as a side line was general manager
DAY-OLD CHICKS FOR SALE
of an extensive chemical works conWhite
Bred to Lay trolled by a Canadian syndicate.
The Canadian syndicate undertook
Inquire at
extensive hydro-electric development
STAR HATCHERIES, L Tinbolt Prop. at Marcelona, Spain, and Mr. HarrPhone Citizens 1074
sen was sent to Spain to take charge
966 Michigan
Holland, Mich. of the work. In Spain his health failed and he returned to America. Mr.
Harrsen has purchased the Julius
WANTING TO RENT— 40 to GOO Collat residence.553 Madison-av.,
acres well equipped farm with Grand Rapids, and will occupy it
orchard, good soil, close to mar- with his wife and two children.

MISS

ven bridge on the

B

*•

DIRECTORS

Books, Stationery, Hiblea,

Want

cially requested to withhold announcement for a few days.
Mr. Morgan has been engaged in
railroading all his life, holding practicallyevery job and position in the
business,,from stenographer, section
head and fireman to head of several

&

v

-

FOR BALE
Young hori«; Inquire at Ed
Da Peyter'a1 mile north of Grand Ha-

See Isaac

Grand Rapids, where they have since
been located. He handed in his resSPECIALIST
YANDU VEEN BLOCK. OVER WOOL gnation Wednesday,and beginning
ext Monday will take a month’s
WORTH1 8
rest to fully recuperate from a break
OFFICE HOURS
9 to 11 a. 111.; 2 to 6 p. c. E/tsuCtf% lown a year ago last winter which is
Tuea. and Sata, 7:30 to V.
»t’ll affecting him. Oct. 1 he will
take up duties in a new position, the
FLU MURKS AND KOOFKKs
location of which he has been espe-

Pnmpn and Plumbing Supyueo lh.
•tone 1038. 48 Weet 8tn Street

f

formation of aand bara in the harbor which would have to be dredged out to permit the exit of the
boats next summer. \ The village
authoritiea were powerless to assume any responsibilityin the matter but Saugatuck business men
have subacribeda contingent fund
ample to cover any work which
may be necessary and the boats
probably will winter there as usual.

HOLLAND FAIR

DR. JL

TYLEh VAN LANDEUENU, LMiu.it
la WiadmlUa, Gaaoline Engine

in the future, several
towns along the Lake Michigan
shore have offered to winter these
boats. The host people feared the

of

iiollaud,Michigau more than 500 miles of track in this
state. Under his direct supervision

MUSIC
Cook bro*. For

J. J.

1

'

Holland, Mich.

9 to 11

a.

m.

Evenings Tuei

Cleaning, pressing and repairing

Phone 107

for

School Pictures, Wedding Photos, Family
Groups, Copying, Enlarging
Sweetheart There is now no
give you as good work at popular

For a nice photo of Baby, Father, Mother, Sister or
studio in Western ^Michigan so well equipped to
prices as

THE ZEELAND ART GALLERY.

'

MACDERMAND &

KODAK

FINISHING

Visitors

Robbert

114 west Sixteentj

always welcome.

Our \
Motto

N1ES
STUDIO AT ZEELAND

Always

a fine line of

t

(

)

Holland City iVeu

BOY SCOUTS AKE ORATEFUL TOR CAMP
The Boy

Scoato of Holland

very grateful to the business

men

VAOB BLBVB*

and so on. When completed, this
report will b* publishedfor the
formation of the public.

happen Mr. Prins declared, he
would be in favor of putting the mat
ter to a vote tomorrow. Mr. Prins
thaf

in-

i

COUNCIL

of

Holland and other* who made the
jcout camp at Waukaioo possible.
Many persons made donations for
this purpose and it was only because
of those donations that the camp
was made possible.
Camp Director Dan Den Uyl Wednesday expreased the sentiment of
w,1<> t00,£ Part in the camp
activities when on their behalf he
thanked the people who donated and
he expressedthe hearty appreciation

thf.

declared that he had been told by a

WANTS

AWAY

of Holl*nd

Michigan Utilities Commission
*5\rat4i *or Ho,lind and

Sli

r 1

body --

»ly

j Vu

Rxr

Holl*"d - G.b.on

6

HAND

-

js

ARTICLE NO.

__

ELECTED TO REA PERIOD OF CHANGED
PUBLICAN CLUB CONDITIONS NOW AT

UP the city
attorneys •tatement by declaring

’

that after Holland has acceptedthis
rate the city will not be allowed to
build a municipalplant?
That question was brought to the
of the boys.
attention of the council by Aid. Prins
Mr. Den Uyl is preparinga detailWednesday evening. He declared it
ed report of the camp activitiesfor
was being talked vigorouslyin the
the two weeks, including a report on
city and that many people were
how the mohey was spent, what was
afraid that Holland would be placed
done in camp, how it was conducted
in such a position. Rather than have
Sorhe0nd.'Jf.r°ed:

HOLLAND MAN

b<M:ked

come before the coundl in open
City Attorney McBride flatly and
unequivocablydenied that any such tTth #nd m*ke *UCh 8 statement
a thing was possible. He said there
was nothing
nothing that
that could
could prevent
prevent the
the however'iCity^ttorneyIScBrid^of
was
city from building its own gas plant fered to place the matter befor, th*
l!/!!6 |peoPle.,dec,d®dto bull'd one. Attorney General of the State and
He declared the chaner expressly Ret a formal opinion from him Thin
p;ov ded that no exclusive franchise opinion, when it comes, will be nlacshould be given to any concern, and ed before the council and put Pjnto
in the second place no Michigan Util- the city records as a safeguard
•ties commission or any other
-

Is there danger that things will be
manovered in such a way that
the

Z*0'"'

focal attorneythat such a thing waa
Wu°u d *7/ 110 t0 th« attorwell possible, and he wanted an opinion on the matter from the city at- possibility,
i*LhnilvhtV?wMr'
Pr,n* of
thil
if that attorney
would
torney.

NOEIOHTS
SIGNED

$

STATcaNLEc^3E

nr"ubl1

WHY HOLLAND IS AN IDEAL
TOWN IN WHICH TO MAKE
A HOME
We have taken you through

OFFICERS

At a meeting of representative* of
Republican clubs representing orln.M|chigan,held at the
rantlmd 1 uesday afternoon the fol- the large Charles P. Limbert
lowing ofllcers were chosen:
Plant from beginning to end

P«wepdent' Ha,Tey A- Sherman, and have shown you the unlaw law; vice president, Alton T. loading of the cars of lumber
Koberta, Marquette; secretary, W. J.
(nlon, Detroit;treasurer,Wm. J. into dry kilns. We have then
Smith, Battle Creek.
taken you thru the machine
Plans for reorganisingthe clubs room where the lumber is cut
so as to include women among the
up in sections to be turned inmembership were discussed and the
recommendations were made that all to Chippendale, the Dutch
dubs change their charters for this eratt tumiture. We have pic-

r

Crou^

purpose. The advisory council,

STERS

Don’t forget to call on the advertisers below

_

while attending the Fair. They
will treat you right

Books

0T0 SUPPLY

Pictures

Fair Visitors
T
During

rfes

Tires

•

I

week we

store to renew our

ac-

quaintance.

Sold

red

fair

desire to meet you in our

R

We

lead in

of stock at

&

assortment

[m;(l. {ox you the artistic work
which has consistedof two reprewit is being done, and how
sentativesfrom each congressional
these
artists turn this dressed
districtwas increased to three members from each district, one to be a and sized lumber into heautiw.oman- L'eut. Gov. L. I). Dickinson ul turnituredeffigns.
How the
of ( harlotte, former Congressman
upholsterer adds the velour
(». J. Diekema of Holland, Phil T.
Colgrove, Hastings and E. V. Chil- trimmings, and the varnish
son of Chicago, representing the Ns- man gives the manufactured
tional committee, were speakers. article the finishing touch.
The substance of Mr. Diekema’s adCharles P. Limbert Co., is in
dress follows:
roalih
a school ot instruction
"The campaign of 1020 will be the
hardest fought ever,” said Gerrit J. An artisan finds it a very agreeDiekema, in a stirring call to arms. able p ace to work, is constant"The present incumbent of the
White House is the greatestpoliti lystudyingnew things in woodcian ever produced by the Democrat- cra t, and gaining knowledge
ic party, and so insinuating are his continuallyas to how the most
addresses, so adroitly couched in the up-to-date furniture is made.
most perfect English, that time after A man who has been through
tune he has gained a victory when
defeat of his ideas aeeraed certain. Limbert s school, so to speak,
Not orrly is the president the can get a position in any. furnijrreateat politician, but he ia the ture institution in the country,
mort aucceaaful propagandistin the as the Charles P. Limbert plant
wor d s history. No administration
m the history of the country has is a recojniizedauthority on

been so

strictly partisan as the pret-

3

fair prices.

?Hnpt'»P0Kt,C!vWere adi°urned for
by.the President, but the

^!e

Quality considered.

m8chine ^ich he
had built up did not adjourn and ev-

E
Repaired

n«rfvP<UIltl0n-*of ,rnPort*nc«

party supporters.

vent

to

During the war no more splendid

S

BRINK’S

M haVC been *iven th*
than wa8
by the
Republican congreawnen, and then

P?eCskiZtCt°hU

1°

fea^T8

(tween Central

ed
country to defeat those who had given him the
most loyal support and give him

BOOKSTORE

and River

K,ven

Ed«nt

to

to conclude the

treat

c:tn‘rr*n
IIJq

always

of

Junk

in the

market

for all

kinds

ried the confidence of the country
at the peace table in Paris.
.ha8

S-.

MS

PEOPLE

And

his

working hour*, ami

cozy place is

Cl;.'

enycrlv

li>-

he

Come ,back with a treaty which

.Lea8*Vf, Nation8- That

ii to he
expected for every minister dreams
of a complete unity of creed, of hr.
t.ons and of races. And such dreams
must not be condemned. But the doctrine of internationalism,
is second
ln my heart, and in the heart of
every genuine American, to real si-

GARAGE

’

,r-for "T an(1 wom«n are
1- m?ovatlon8 *u that insti-

AmZ0.";™” thC hiKhc*t ^ vor. therefore
7ini^rB refentI.v have
>een lauding from their pulpits the

PHONOS
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and furs. Honest weight

trade

'urop*

clun^VntVuh

and Metals. Secondhand

irrels, also hides

v

tonfldence of th“
,. ''"’*"1 Wilson .lone car

Success through Quality

uSt8Uto8a,lyWherein

The Charles P. Limbert Co
is in a position to give very
flattering wages to any one
"ho wishes to learn the furniure making
Kest rooms and lounging

wo"! Ut Democrat8 v't'h whom

Stationery ' School Supplies
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ti0e

after

worl^

• limbert employees or

Sr
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th<»
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AnS*K?rei 100 per,ccnt Americanism
nd the League of Nations covenant
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aS..ur8 an(8 '8 not American.
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are"

The generalpublic recognizes that the Ice Cream
manufactured by us

is

of

nadmum

cause we use the best material in

Sold at
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satisfy

you

in the

us

and be convinced. Agency

for

qua|ity
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continent of Europe, Wf mu(t
hBve an administration that wfli
fm8hh 11 ’ !JJr- Diekema pointed out.
erhaps the greatest fault of the

manufacture
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automobile line.

55 W. 8th

Try

All
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209 Central ave.
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It is against such a government
that we must battle. The government of the United States has always

thfo^-if^^nt

ll

m

r°r ''“‘hinKhS
hl^,5'in not be 6ur-

K l ? ,!8hm'f and boatHIa(‘k I^ke and Black riv

ts
J

L-

been a representativegovernment,
and it is
8oi
that we must uphold. These are the 1

fram-

A}1 th« *are Pastimes of battle and I am confident
acc<««lhlo
street Car
that the people of America my be a .,t(/1m°^llP,or ri^ and the iiko
relied^ upon to settle the future poltile bicycle over tholn «
icy of the nation and preserve
the inent clrives is also rare sport
plory of America for ourselves and
for the world.”
"n- vicinity
olland is a pastime indulK
1,1 J-v nnuiy, while on the
FIGURES IN
' t ior hand many indulge in
OF
rifle shootiiijf, who enjoy this
Prof. Bruno Minecke, of the de- particular sort of sport! fos-

ing and Ko-

Standard Gro-

K'

cl"lmpion Basketball

...

Citx. Phone 1470

For the better quality picture

antl'C

president is that he will not associate
with
him men .....
of ideals.
And it
it is
a in utwintne?11 t0 re«r,iatio»
...............
..... Ana
i, a
peculiar thinfthat the man who has the summon
l'"'’ "?d “S for
done the most to crush out autocracy
,in,,.,,r town
Mirhi.
m Europe should be the most auto- ^,ln ^las ^ <>11 Holland and its

Nash, Reo & Dort Cars & Trucks
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dakery, see
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VOLUME
NEW YORK PASTOR

Co., Inc.
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WHOLESALE GROCERS

partment of Latin at Hope College l",;1
Holiahd ’Rifle
he incmherslupfee of
and teacher in violin in the Hope
College School of Music, figures in this club is nominal, and
a volume called "Church Publicity,” i» within roach of every one
hummer picnicking i8 8o
published by Dr. C. F. Reisner, one

ub.

Exclusive Distributors of

c u m s E

R

of New York’s most famous minis- that V <!<,n<' “round Holland
......
.......especially ......
ters and
known
for his.. th lt only a basket filled with
ods of church publicity.
methods
publicity....
In his|(’a H
RfDOd housewife is
book Dr. Reisner gives specimens of n?ce.8SaD’>
SCOFCS of
•picnic grounds are available
his methods of advertising, and

Charter

St,

^

G.

Oak Flour

WOLDRING, President
J. JONKER, Vice President
G. C. KNOLL. See'y &

Phone 1634-1476

121-127 N. River Ave.
Holland, Mich.

75,,'S"

Plumbing and
Heating

Walter A. Scholten, former ollpe
College student now at New Bruns-

YONKER PLUMBING

Phone|170fi Holland, Michigan

AND HEATING

Timely Warning.
A sturdy tramp went Into a subnr.
b*n garden where the Indy of the
bouse was occupied In attendingto
her flowers. He took no notice of
her refusal to give him some copPf*re, but continuedto annoy her until a large dog appeared, barking
loudly. The lady seised his collar
wid held It, callingout: "You had betIt may bite." "You ain’t got
no right to keep a savage dorg," replied the tramp. "PerhapsI have not,"
ehe answered coolly, "if yon think

CO.

17 East Eighth St. Holland, Mich.

f//

Expert Repairing
and Cleanliness”
and Canned Goods on

Hand

Prompt Delivery

All

-

pleasures are for the Holland
folks, simply for the taking
and practically cost them

wick ran across the item recently
nothin*?.
while going through the volume.
o

ds. Meat Market

”“«

view of the fact that the focal m-«>».»
structorfrequently played for Dr.
Reisner’s union services which he
Thousands of resorters and
held in a park named after him, men- tourists pay hundreds of dolars each year to come to Holtion of his work occurs in the volume.
land and its resorts. These

Mgr.

Letusfigureon your
Citz

and

work Guaranteed

Office Phon« 1487, 7 Residence 1907

•o, I won’t keep

'v:Ar

him.

I’ll

let him go I"

Holland ’s amusements are
only one ^of the many advantages that Holland has, and
that have been enumerated in
previous articles. We have
mentioned churches of all denominations, the educational
advantages, the city parks, the

wholsesomehomesurroundings
in fact Holland has everything

most of the
largest cities in the country.
Holland is a place worth living in and the Charles P. Limbert company is a business institution worth working in.
and more than

.

fAOBTWELVZ

nuuana

OTt. PURITAN
.HIS WAS WHEN
IS NOW ON THE
SAUOATUCK H. .
PACIFIC COAST
REAL H
The following item

For many seasons one of the trimmest passenger ships on the Great

i

Lakes sailed between Chicago and

<

old

.

m

differentas this cl pp.i
file

and the following interesting
story in a recent issue of the Los
Angeles Daily Times, will inform
lakes

*

the people of the Lake Michigan east
shore as to what has become of
The story follows:

her.

The Santa Catalina Island Co. has

:

A

big

convention?Yes,

the Flint

60

onvention is a big affair — big in al
to- that word implies. Big in enthusiasm
il or big in generosity and hospitality,big
.. In n numbers. There are over 1,000
- were egistered delegates ranging in num. old ber from one to sixty.

years ago compared tc wh
Holland on the Graham & Morton
day. Now occai ontlly
line. That ship was the Puritan.
tug enters but that is :bou
When the war broke out the governthe old lumbering days th.
ment marine officers spotted the fine

ship in Holland harbor and commandeered her for use during the
war. She was taken away from the

(By Jacob Geerlingi)

.ws
«

f:c

copy shows:

Flint has lived up to its expectations. It, however, was a pleasant
otwith- echo to hear from several of the delstanding a city pr.per stated ecently egates that to beat or even equal
that St. Joseph. South IFvc
and Holland in the convention of three
Grand Haven were the only rea on years ago was an impossibility. Evthe east shore where vesrels may ery succeeding convention brings
land. The river, without d redg;ng additional witness to Holland’s
s about the w > :h and depth of the well-knownmethods
doing

"The harbor at SauTatu:
of the best on the lakes,

? one

i

'

of

Chicago river. : ’•.d the government things. That state convention put
bought from the United States govs now construiiinga breakwater Holland in a place by itself.
ernment, the converted transport,
that must be of great advantage.
Ottawa county is representedat
“Puritan” a double bottom steel
"The following figures k ndly fur- Flint by 48 delegates. There are
steamship of 1500 passenger capacnished by Samuel Johnson, deputy few counties representedby larger
ity, and will put the vessel on the
collector of customs, show that the delegations, even those counties
Catalina run as soon as she has been
exports last year exceed those from which are in close provimity to Flint.
refittedat a cost of $250,000. She
any other port on this shore except Kent county only exceeded Ottawa
will be renamed the ‘•Spearmint." I Grand Haven: in 1870, C72 veesels by twelve.
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ma(^e entered and G70 cleared. The princi- Holland is the best outside city

ast nig t > Da\id Blenken- j paj artjc]es 0f shipment were thirty representedat the convention — that
horn, president of the Santa Catalina
million feet of lumber, 31 million is for its size, and is exceeded by
company. Negotiation*for the ship 9hingie8i 2 million lath and pickets, possibly only one or two larger cities
have been carried on by Wm. Wrig- 906 cords of bork, one onJ 0I,e.ha,f in the state. Holland sent a delegaley, Jr., chairman of the board and mjl|ion poun(l3 of lcather and 8 o50 tion of thirty, and five churches are

nown

Mr. Blankenhorn for aome time, but bulhels of potatoes,
representedas follows:
have now been definitelyclosed and
This same file copy contains an1st Reformed — Mrs. Gerrit Ter
the Cetalna company will take pos- other interesting item about the Vree, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Slagh, Miss
aeaaion of the vessel in Boston hartown of Singapore a mill town larg- Ella Brink, Mr. and Mrs. John Van
bor next week.
er even than Saugatuck proper, just Tatenhoven.
Fred Hildebrand,port engineerof across the river. This town had
Hope Church — Olive Hospers
the Wilmington TransportationCo., store, factory, a postoffice,theater, Third Reformed — Henry Geerhngs
the boat corporationof the William and saloons galore and everything Mr. and Mrs. John Vandersluis, Mr.
Wrigley interests, and Andrew any town had in those days. There and Mrs. John Rutgers, Miss Jenni«

a

Remember when in need of

pets, Rugs, Linoleum etc.

Young, superintendentof construc- is nothing left of Singapore but a P. Karsten, Miss Henrietta Warnstion left Thursday for Boston, to large sawdust heap and that recent y huis, Miss Alice Dubbink, Miss Sena
be followed Friday by Capt. Wm. was purchasedby an outsider who Kooiker, A. Vredenberg and Jacob
Banning of the Catalina line.
used it for some purpose or other; Geerlings.
They will take over the steamship anyway the followingitems will be
Trinity Reformed — Mr. and Mrs.
'from the government, superintend of interest to the old timers:
David Damstra, Miss HenriettaStekthe installationof oil burning equip“The Singapore mill yard contains etee, Dick Steketee, Miss Bertha

Jas. A.

ment to replace the Puritan’s pres- 100,000 feet of four-inch whitewood Michmershuizen.
ent coal bunkers, and then bring that was gotten out for Chickering ! FourteenthStreet — Gerrit A,
her around to Los Angeles Harbor and Sons of Boston to be used in the Wanrooy, Nicholas Dykema, Miss
by way of the Panama canal. The manufacture of piano legs. During Anna De Goede, Miss Helene NyStreet — Mr. and Mrs. Louis
ed to sail from Boston for her new three contractingfirms of this city
hone port in September and reach six million feet of lumber and three- Van Appledorn.
Forest Grove — Mrs. W. Van Dam,
U Los Angeles about October 1. Then inch plank for Nicholson pavement.
“The heaviest firm in the district Miss Marguerite Strick, Miss Hen• *he is to be sumptuously and luxurDe Kleine.
lowly refitted and furnished, Mr. of Saugatuck and Singapore without rietta Keyzer, Mrs.
Blakenhornsay’s, and put on the exceptionis that of O. R. Johnson & Lucy Ryder.
/

is the place to

Co., of which Hon. F. B. Stockbridge

1.

|

go. Largest assortment.

lowest. Oldest Furniture Business

.

regular Catalina run February

Brouwer Co.

212 and 214 River A ve.

kamp.
Ninth

rechristened “Spearmint” is expect- the present year they have sold to

Furniture, Car-

in

Prices the

Ottawa Co.

Conklin— Mrs. A. D. Morey, Mrs.

new steamship one of the members is business man- Cazier.
ready for winter travel, which we ager. Their mills are two in num- j Spring Lake Miss Margaret Bilz.
expect will be the heaviest in the ber, one being situated immediatelyGrand Haven Mrs. Louis Moes.
Dennison — Miss Helen Hanchett.
i history of Catalina and Southern | at the mouth of the river at a point
Coopersville— George Lang, John
sl- California,” said Mr. Blankenhorn.
callei1 Singapore and the other in the
“A great advertising campaign is villaPe of Saugatuck. Both are driv- Teravest,Mr. and Mrs. G F. Marshall, Mrs. B. Luben and Maynard
to be conducted for Catalina as a on by steam, as are all the other mills
Luben.
winter resort. I really believe Cat- in the vicinity.The former has a
will have the

to

!

'

1

cutt'ng capacityof 60,000 feet per

alina is not to be surpassed any-

where in the world as a winter re- djy. The latter turns off 50,000 ft.
sort as well as a summer resort.” of lumber per day, besides 10,000
Mr Blankenhorn did not make !:.th and 25.000 shingles. The two
known the price of the Puritan, but together manufacture 22 million feet

Zeeland — Mr. and Mrs. Albert La
Huis, Miss Alice Nyboer, Mrs. G.
Lookerse.

|

Hamilton —

G. J. Kooiker,

Rev.

IS-

nn<* ^
^een^' ^'ss ^ert^a
lumber, four million shingles and Peters, Miss Mary Kronemeyer.
in remarking that the improvements
Overisel — Miss Dora Hoekje, Miss
contemplatedfor her will cost $250,- t.vo million lath per year.
Amilda
Arink.
‘‘The firm has a large general
000 intimated that he total price
Ex-Mayor
John Vandersluishas
store in Saugatuck, with branches in
was a large sum.
been present at every state convenThe “Spearmint” is a craft of New Richmond on the Kalamazoo,
Monterey, Dorr, and Dnnnin^illeVm ,l0n for th* l>a8t 8f,e?n,
handsome lines, with two funnels
which places the also own biu tim- ! Henry Geerlings
o
^n< er'
and a length of 280 feet, 85 feet
ber tracts from which their mills are sluis ot thi" cit>' an'1 Mrs' ond Mrs‘
longer than the Cabrillo, the presstocked in winter. A larye lumber Alben La Huis of,Zeela,nd en«nt flagship of the Catalina fleet.
roll<,d 1,8 llfe merab<!r! °f ,he a55°
When refitted, says Mr. Blanken- yard in Chicago, another in Kalama- ! ciation.
zoo and a tannery in Racine, Wis.,
hom, she will be the finest excursion
Ottawa county increased its
comprise other branches of their exboat in the United States, and the
pledge for 1020 from $350 to $400
tended trade, and serve to keep even
largest on the Pacific coast.
and heads all the counties in the
so thoroughlypractical and energetic
The Puritan was formerly a Great
a business man as Mr. Stockbridge state.
Lakes ship running between Holland
Ottawa’s delegationresponded to
thoroughlyoccupied.
and Chicago. During the war the
roll call singing “Onward Christian
“The Johnson & Co. lumber is fagovernment bought her and equipoldiers.” The singing was led by
mous throughout the west for its
Mr. Vandersluisand accompanied on
ped her for ocean service. Accomgood quality. Unlike some other deni
the
piano by Miss HenriettaWarnsmodations were installed in her for
era they assort their stock and do not
huis.
The song elicitedapplause.
carrying 2,000 troops and it was in,
. allow it to leave their yard until
Rev.
J. C. WHlits of Grand Rapids
tended to use her m the transport | tborouKhly 8cas0ned.
was
elected
president f&r 1919-20
of soldiers on the English channel.
‘One of their recent sales was of
to
succeed
Henry
Geerlings, who has
Now. of course, she is not needed 350.000 feet of clear lumber to New
held
the
office
for
three years.
by the government.
York parties for $34 per 1000. The
The
next
convention
city lay beThe Spearmint has a speed of 18 lumber was all shipped one day last
tween
Saginaw
and
Muskegon.
Musmiles and she will make the trip week on the schooner Lotus for Buffkegon
was
awarded
the
honor.
from the end of the Los Angeles alo.”
Albert Lalluis of Zeeland is presbreakwater to Avolon pier, in an
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ident of the executive board and
Henry Geerlings is a member.
Some of the Holland delegates
dock in an hour and a half. She has
made
the trip by auto. Those who
engines of 2,500 horse power.
Mrs. William Scott died Tuesday went Wednesday morning via Grand
When the vessel arrives from in Blodgett Memorial hospital in
Trunk railroadfrom Grand Rapids
the east coast in October,her trans- Grand Rapids, aged 56 years. Mrs.
left that city an hour late and arport equipment will be torn out, Mr. Scott since her husband's death
rived at Flint more than hour after
Blankenhorn said, and the ship re- about three years ago has made her
schedule time.
furnished with luxurious lounging home with her daughter, Mrs. Jack
rrooms and cabins, glass enclosed sun Shaffer, 204 East 7th street. She
MANY IMPROVEMENTS MADE
'kecks and a ballroom, done in the was born in Conway. Iowa, her maidBY ALLEGAN FAIR ASS’N
vrolonialstyle
en name being Elsie Dutton, and
"With the acquisition of the new was married to William Scott DeWork was commenced this week
ibip” said President Blankenhorn, cember 18, 1883, at Conway, Iowa. on a new office building, with an en"The CatalinaCo. in all probability, She came to Holland 27 years ago. trance to the grounds on both sides,
wtU have to enlarge its terminal
Funeral was held this afternoon at the Allegan fair grounds. The
an4 docking facilitiesat LosAngeles at 2 o’clock from the home of Mrs. ticket sellers will have an office by
Hsrbor, We have not, however, Shaffer, 204 E. 7th street,Rev. J. F. themselves and not be bothered by
esade any arrangementsto that Bowerman officiating.The deceased anyone. A new poultry house is to

hour and a quarter and the entire
trip from the Los Angeles Harbor

ml”

LOCAL WOMAN DIES
IN GRAND RAPIDS

is

survived by four daughters, Mrs. be erected north of the sheep shed,
Chas. C. Clements, to accommodate demands of exhib

HollandFair
Du Mez Bros. Display
Of Merchandise Handled

SERVE -SELF

in

Their

New

GROCERY

AND

BARGAIN BASEMENT
The exhibit

is a

most attractive one to those

who

want to save money on things most needed in the

home.

Shaffer, Mrs.

Mrs. Ralph Owens, Maple Grove la.
and Miss Ruth Scott.
•"he Church-Goera.
If a/.m* men were to quote the well•mown psalm they would have to say,
Maybe You Know Him.
was glad to make excuses when
Said Senator Squash of Squeegee t
they said to ns, 'let us go Into the ’Tlie senator who never knowa the mo•louse of the Lord.’
The 'they' re- tion before the house Is the kind of
ferring probably to the women of the feller who always has to ask ’Whife
fconse, or the church-going nelghbora.— trumps?* "
Exchange.

"

*

*»—

tors.

The old

floral hall will also be

Also

visit their Big Store

used this year to accommodatethe
big

demand of merchants for

exhib-

its. The new industrial building is
about completed. Sec’y Sequist is
in correspondence with Gr. Rapids
and Mi. Clemens parties to have an
aeroplaneat the fair this year. — Allegan Gazette.

spect their splendid

SUITS,

on East 8th

new stock

of

Ladies

St.,

and

in-

CLOAKS,

MILLINERY, SKIRTS, WAISTS

etc.

